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NOTE

The analysis in this report was completed several months prior to the i'LHT-2 ,est IP
which was conducted in December, 1985. A report was not made available to the

public then because the FLHT-2 test was part of the NRC Cooperative Severe
Accident Researchprogram and program participants received timely reports in draft
form. This report is now being published in order to assistany future studies of fuel
behavior during severe accidents as well as to formally document the extensive
analysis effort that was made to prepare for this severe fuel damage test.
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Hazardous conditions associated with performing the FLHT-2 experiment

have been analyzed. Major hazards that could cause harm or damage are i)

radioactive fission products, 2) radiation fields, 3) reactivity changes, 4)

• hydrogen generation, 5) materials at high temperatu_'e,6) steam explosion,

and 7) steam pressure pulse. As a result of this analysis, it is concluded

that with proper precautions the FLEg-2 test can be safely conducted.
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The second full-length high-temperature experiment (FI/YI_2)is scheduled

to be performed in the National Research Universal (N_3) Reactor at Chalk

River Nuclear Laboratories (CRNL), Ontario, Canada. The hazards associated

, with the test have been analyzed, and test conditions have been identified so

that the hazards can be properly and adequately handled. The major hazards

that could cause harm or damage are radioactive fission products, radiation

fields, reactivity changes, hydrogen generation, materials at high temperature,

steam explosion, and steam pressure pulses. Each of these hazards is summarized

below:

* Radioactive fission products will be contained within the low-pressure

primary system. If a leak or break develops during the critical few

minutes of the test, the secondary confinement will contain any radioactive

materials.

* No high radiation fields are expected near reactor personnel during this

test. However, as a precaution, effluent lines are shielded with i0 cm

of lead.

* Reactivity calculations for fuel relocation and light-water voiding

indicate that no uncontrollable reactor conditions can be produced.

* Hydrogen will be generated in the fuel bundle during the test. Downstream

from the effluent control module (_M), hydrogen will be diluted to less

than 4% by adding nitrogen gas.

* High-temperature Zircaloy, zirconia, urania, and mixtures containing

. them will reach temperatures near 2200°C during the test. Materials at

this high temperature must be isolated from the reactor piping. This

• test, like its predecessor FLHT-I, will utilize a chill block, double-

cold-walled shroud design to cool any high-temperature materials before

they can contact the nearby reactor piping. The main requirement for
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safe conditions during the test is maintaining an adequate supply of

water for cooling the shroud external surface.

* The possibility of a steam explosion from molten fuel/coolant interaction

was analyzed. Only one of five necessary conditions for steam explosion

is satisfied; therefore, a steam explosion is not possible.

* High-pressure steam pulses due to either molten fuel/coolant interaction

or Zircaloy/water chemical interaction were also analyzed. Calculated

maximum pressure pulses can be contained by the test primary containment

system. Again, secondary containment will provide additional safety.

As a result of these analyses, it is concluded that with proper precautions

the FIAT-2 test can be safely conducted. This report also provides a

description of the experiment objectives, hardware, conditions, and the expected

test results.
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INTRCDUC_GN

Coolant Boilaway and Damage Progression (aDP) Program is conducted

by PacificNorthwestLaboratory(PNL)(a)as part of the U.S. NuclearRegulatory

Cmmrission (NRC) severe fuel damage/sourceterm (SFD/ST)program.(b) The

. O3DP Program consistsof in-reactorexperimentsusing full-lengthlight-water

reactor (Lk_ fuel rods to determinefuel bundle behavior and fissionproduct

release during severe accidents similar to the one that occurred at Three

Mile Island Unit-2 (TMI-2). The CBDP experiments are being performed to

evaluatefuel behaviorduring a simulatedsmall-breakloss-of-coolantaccident

(LOCA) that results in a partially uncovered reactor core. As the coolant

boils away and the fuel rods become uncovered, the temperatureof the rods

increasesabove design limits. As the temperatureincreases,the rods becm_

damaged and potentiallydangerous radioactivefission products are released

from the fuel.

The (3DP Programconsistsof six tests designedto investigatefuel bundle

damage behavior from 930 to 2600°C in a series of progressivelymore severe

tests at prototypicpower densities,thermalgradients,and steam mass fluxes.

Fissionheating is used to simulatedecay heat generationto boil the coolant.

Three tests have been completed (Table 1). Two of these tests studied fuel

bundle behaviorduring coolantboilaway conditionsthat resultedin peak tem-

peratures as high as 2000Oc. The experimentsuse full-lengthLWR fuel rod

bundle test assembliesand are being performedin the National Research Uni-

versal (NI_J)Reactorat c/talkRiver NuclearLaboratories(CRNL)at Chalk River,

Ontario. Highlightsof the test conditionsare given in Table i.

,

• (a) Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) by Battelle Memorial
Instituteunder ContractDE-AC06-76RID1830.

• (b) Partnersin this programwith NRC includenuclear organizationsfrom the
following countries: Belgium, Canada, England, Federal Republic of
Germany, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands,Republic of China (Taiwan),
Republic of Korea, and Sweden.



T_. CBDP Program Test Matrix Highlights

Peak Test Preirradiated Hydrogen

__K_ Tempe_rature. °C _ Fuel Rods _asurement . Test Date

MT-6A 930 No No Om_leted (5/84)
MI_6B 1280 No No Completed (6/84)
FIRT-I 2000 No Yes Completed (3/85)
FLHT-2 2200 No Yes (a) ii/85 .
FIRT-4 >2600 Yes Yes (a) 6/86
FLHT-5 >2600 Yes Yes (a) 12/86

(a) Using enhanced measurement instruments.

Well-characterized data for evaluating the effects of coolant boilaway

and core damage progression in an LWR are being developed in the program.

Coolant boilaway is achieved using low level fission heat to simulate system

enthalpy and decay heat that supply the energy that causes a postulated coolant

boilaway accident. These data provide a basis for developing accident mitiga-

tion strategies, for evaluating postulated coolant boilaway accidents, for

developing concepts for accident prevention and quantifying safety margins,

and for developing, benchmarking, and validating computer codes such as SCDAP

and MELPROG.

The following data will be obtained from the O_DP tests and will be used

to confirm the validity of results obtained from separate effects tests that

are being sponsored by the NRC at PNL and other laboratories:

* axial temperature distribution for full-length fuel bundles as a function

of liquid level

* fuel bundle damage progression (core degradation) behavior

* cladding melt progression (dissolution and resolidification of UO2)

* core debris and grid spacer interaction

* coolant boilaway behavior



* debris bed formation and coolability

* flow channel blockage behavior

* hydrogen evolution

* fission product release and transport
%

* inner and outer diameter cladding oxidation and embrittlement

* test train design verification for possible subsequent tests.

The CBDP experiments utilize the following advantages of the NRU Reactor:

1) the capability to test highly instated, multirod 12-ft-long fuel bundles

under thermal-hydraulic conditions representative of cont_rary LWRs; 2)

the ability to achieve pcwer densities and axial power distributions typical

of TMI-2 accident conditions using preirradiated fuel rods with commercial

enrichment; and 3) the ability to provide prototypic coolant mass fluxes at

the fluid/vapor interface typical of a TMI boildown condition. These unique

capabilities will reduce uncertainties associated with length and power dis-

tribution scaling factors and the interpretation of the experimental results

from small-scale separate effects tests.

The CBDP tests are the only known full-length in-reactor pressurized

water reactor (PWP_ and boiling water reactor (BWR) multirod boilaway tests

being performed. The deformation, rupture, fission product release, and debris

bed data can be used to evaluate I/gRaccident codes like SCDAP and MELPROG

and to help quantify the safety limits used in the nuclear industry.

o

In order to obtain approval to conduct the FLHT-2 experiment, PNL must

perform preliminary and final safety analyses of the proposed test and submit
%

the results to the safety engineers at CRNL. CRNL safety engineers review

the PNL results and then prepare safety technical notes that are submitt.d to

the Canadian Nuclear Safety Advisory Cummittee (NSAC) for review and approval.

3



CRNL test engineers review and approve not only the safety analysis but also

the detailed experiment operating plan_ and expected test conditions. This

report then documents the safety analysis performed for the FLEI=2 experiment.

Since most of the PNL analyses and the actual reactor hardware utilize the

English pound-Fahrenheit-hour units and NSAC requires the metric

gram-Centigrade-second units, both types ',ofunits are used in this report.

Before presenting the safety anal_ses, a description of the FLHT-2

experiment objectives, hardware, conditions, and expected results is provided.

'



EXPERIMENT CSJBCTIVES

The _2 experiment will provide full-length fuel bundle damage behavior

data for LWRs by simulating a natural boildown accident. Experiment objectives

include:

* Provide data that are prototypic of LWRs or,full-length fuel during coolant

boilaway and core damage progression near typical decay heat levels.

* Correlate fuel temperatures up to 2200Oc with the hydrogen generation

history, fuel bundle coolant level (elevation), steaming rate, and fuel

relocation.

* Provide data to compare full-length fuel temperature profiles, fuel failure

effects, and damage progression phenomena with short core data from the

Power Burst Facility (PBF), Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRP_ and

with scaled-up separate effects data from other sources to determine the

validity of applied scaling factors and separate effects correlation

techniques.

* C(m_paremeasured hydrogen generation with analytic code predictions.

* Test the gammm spectrometry systems that will be used on subsequent fission

product source term tests.





EXPERIMENT HARDWARE

The experiment hardware consists of the test train assembly, the effluent

control module (BCM), the NRJ reactor coolant system, instrumentation, and the

data acquisition and control system (DACS). _he hardware arrangement is

• depicted in Figure I. The figure illustrates the test train hanging inside one

of the reactor pressure tubes. The ECM is located on the top of the reactor

, near the test train. Individual (separate and independent) coolant supply

systems are connec-ed to the test train and the reactor pressure tube. A

superheater located on top of the reactor near the test train preheats the

upper portions of the test train. This superheater will help prevent premature

steam condensation. The superheater is supplied with steam from a reactor

coolant system and delivers superheated steam to the test train. The DACS is

located in a room about 30 m from the test train. Electrical cables connect

the test train assembly and the BCM to the DACS. The experiment c(_ponents

are highly instrumented, especially the test train assembly. Instruments

measure mainly local pressure, te,perature, and flow.

TEST TRAIN ASSEMBLY

The approximately 8-m-lolg test train assembly that hangs inside the

reactor pressure tube consists of four sections that occupy different regions

of the reactor: the closure, plenum, reactor core, and inlet regions

(Figure 2).

Closure Region

The closure hardware is located at the top of the test assembly and con-

tains the components that support the rest of the assembly and seal it to the

• reactor pressure tube. The closure hardware consists of the closure plug,

seal ring, two gaskets, two bolting rings, two Belleville washers, and three

, feed-through plugs. The closure plug is sealed to the reactor pressure tube

using two metallic gaskets, the seal ring, the Belleville washers, and the

two bolting rings arranged as shown in Figure 3.



The smaller diameter gasket seals the plug to the seal ring; the larger

gasket seals the seal ring to the reactor pressure tube. The lower bolting

ring is threaded in the reactor pressure tube, and the bolts threaded through

the ring compress the larger diameter gasket. The upper bolting ring maintains

a live load on the smaller diameter gasket by deforming the Belleville spring

washers. The live load maintains sealing pressure and cumpensates for temper-

ature differences between the closure plug and the pressure tube.

c

Pressure boundary penetrations are made through the closure plug for

instrument lines, pressurization tubes, two coolant supply lines, a flush

line, and the bundle effluent line. The superheated steam supply line pene-

trates the closure inside the bundle effluent line. The closure region is

illustrated in Figure 4.

The effluent line penetration through the FLEI=2 closure plug is thermally

isolated from the plug to help prevent premature steam condensation (such as

occurred during the FLEIUl test). The steam flows through the inside tube of

two concentric tubes. The region between the tubes is evacuated, thus forming

a "thermos" bottle. A metal bellows is welded to the inner tube below the

closure plug to accum,odate axial differential thermal expansion between the

two tubes. The outer tube is seal-welded to the closure plug.

The test train instrument lines and pressurization tubes penetrate the

closure plug through three feed-thr(x,4h plugs. As many as 55 leads can

penetrate one feed-through plug. The pressure boundary for the feed-through

plug is provided by grayfoil packing gland seals. The pressure boundary for

the flush line and the two bundle coolant lines is provided by standard

autoclave fittings. If necessary, the flush line is used after the test to

reduce radiation levels near the closure region and thus provide easier per-

sonnel access during the test train assembly discharge operation.

All pressure boundary seals are tested after final test train assembly.

The seal of the closure plug to the reactor pressure tube is tested after the

test train is loaded into the reactor but before other experiment hardware is

put into place.
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Plenum R_ion

The approximately 4-m-long plenum section connects the closure section

to the core section (Figure 5). In addition to providing the appropriate

. mechanical features to support and position the lower sections of the test

train, the plenum also provides the effluent flow path and supports the

, desuperheater. The plenum contains two sections to permit hardlines and tubes

to penetrate the region. These penetrations are located in the flange between

the two sections. The upper plenum is an evacuated double-walled insulated

assembly; the lower plenum is a ceramic-filled insulated assembly. The lower

flange of the upper plenum provides penetrations into the steam region for

the flush line, a time domain reflectrometer (TDPO line, and the desuperheater.

The desuperheater is a vertical small-diameter tube with small horizontal

holes near the top of the ceramic-insulated plenum. If the effluent t_3nperature

near the closure plug exceeds a safe value during the test, the desuperheater

is automatically activated and hig_pressure low-temperatt_rewator is sprayed

into the plenum until the temperature is reduced to an acceptable value.

The upper plenum is bolted to the bottom of the closure plug using tube

extensions to the two bundle coolant lines and the flush line; the extension

tubes are welded to the bottom of the closure plug. A seal weld connects the

steam line in the plug to the upper plenum.

The Icier plenum is a coaxial tubular structure with low-density fiber-

board zirconia insulation in the annular space between two Zircaloy tubes.

The insulation region is hermetically sealed. Just before the test, the region

is evacuated and backfilled with argon at 1-arm pressure. During the test,

the pressure is monitored using a remote pressure transducer that is connected

to the region with a capillary line. A breach in either Zircaloy tube during

the test is indicated by an abrupt pressure increase. Although such a breach

would not create an unsafe condition, it could alter some of the test results

(for example, hydrogen measurement, if hydrogen should flow into the insulation

after the breach).

9



A set of Belleville springs near the bottom of the plenum compensates

for thermally driven changes in the lengths of the inner and outer Zircaloy

tubes.

Effluent enters through an inlet tube at the lower end of the plenum.
I

The tube is surrounded by low-density ZE_ fiberboard to minimize radial heat

loss. The fiberboard is contained within a high-density (approximately 100%

_I))zirconia holder that supports the fiberboard if the inner Zircaloy tube

loses strength. The small diameter of the inlet tube reduces radiant heat

transfer to the plenum interior wall. An annular space between the plenum

interior wall and the inlet tube serves as a condensation trap during the

steam heatup phase of the test.

The bottom end of the lower plenum contains the superheater outlet and

the plenum drain inlet. The bottom flange connects to the top fl_ge of the

core region of the test train assembly.

Reactor Core Reg_io_

The reactor core region that hangs below the plenum contains two major

ccmponents: a thermally insulated full-length 12-red LWR fuel bundle and a

double-walled Zircaloy capsule t[mt surrounds the fuel bundle (see Figure 6).

For ease in fabrication, assembly, and post-test examination, the bundle

insulation is assembled with the double-walled capsule: this assembly is

called a shroud. Because the test train core region hardware is fabricated

as bundle and shroud, they will be described as such.

The fuel bundle contains 12 full-length instrumented fuel rods fixed

into a square array with a 1.3 cm pitch by eight Inconel grid spacers that are

evenly spaced along the length of the rods. Each fuel rod contains a 3.63-m

column of unirradiated UO_ pellets enriched to 2.0%. The pellets are slotted

to make room for l-nm-diameter thermocouples (TCs) that extend along the inside

of the cladding. Each fuel column is clad with a Zircaloy tube with end caps

welded at both ends. TCs are resistance-welded to the cladding interior surface

I0



at various elevations. The TC leads exit through the bottom of the rods. An

Inconel spring is located at the top of the fuel column to provide a compressive

force on the column and thus prevent formation of axial gaps during handling

and shipping. The lower end of each rod has a special duplex Zircaloy/stainless

steel end cap that permits the end cap to be welded to Zircaloy tube and TC

leads to be brazed to the stainless steel section of the end cap. The bundle

is supported frof,the bottom by a flange at the bottom of the test assembly;

the rods are free to expand at the top end of the bundle.

The shroud consists of two concentric Zircaloy tubes, Zircaloy saddles,

zirconla thermal insulation, and a Zircaloy liner. The two tubes form a double-

walled capsuleto isolate and protect the reactor pressure tube from the high-

temperature fuel bundle components. Each tube has a minimmn yield strength

(0.2% offset) of 400 MPa (58,000 psi), which equates to an internal yield

pressure of 11.7 MPa (1700 psi) for the inner tube and 11.0 MPa (1600 psi)

for the outer tube.

Bypass coolant flows up the annulus between the outer tube and the reactor

pressure tube. As long as bypass water is present to keep the two concentric

tubes cool, the tubes will contain the hot test bundle components and protect

the reactor pressure tube. _he two tubes are maintained concentric by eight

l-ram-diameterwires wrapped side-by-side around the outside of the inner tube.

Each of the eight wires is about 180 m (560 ft) long.

Four of the eight wires act as continuous TCs to indicate changing tem-

peratures along the inner tube. These four sensors are called molten metal

penetration detectors (MMPDs) because their function is to indicate the presence

of hot (molten) material near the inner tube. Such hot material would have

penetrated the fiberboard insulation, possibly impacting and freezing on the

saddles.

Zircaloy saddles located inside the inner tube provide a smooth transition

from the circular inner concentric tube to the octagonal-shaped blanket of

insulation that surrounds the fuel bundle. The thermal insulation is a low-

density (approximately 30% _D) rigid high-strength zirconia fiberboard in the

ii



shape of interlocking tiles. The low density helps provide high thermal

resistance. The rigid high-strength fiberboard provides easy handling and

machining plus resistance to compressive loadings that exist during the test.

The interlocking design is used to keep the tiles from moving into the bundle

region if and when the liner moves. The insulation is required so that high

bundle temperatures can be reached; it is not required to protect the double-

walled capsule or the reactor pressure tube. The double-walled capsule provides

the mechanical support for the insulated fuel Bundle.

The shroud also includes a Zircaloy liner that protects the insulation

during shipping and bundle insertion. During the early portions of the test,

the liner prevents water from permeating the insulation. Such water ingress

would reduce the thermal resistance of the insulation. During the high-tem-

perature part of the test, the Zircaloy liner simulates additional fuel rod

cladding surrounding the 12 fuel rods.

A water annulus surrounds the outer tube. This water annulus is called

the bypass coolant and is the key safety _nent for the FI/TT-2 test. It

cools the outer tube and indirectly cools the inner tube. The reactor pressure

tube is the secondary containment for the test assembly and forms the outer

boundary for the bypass water annulus.

Inlet Reoion

The inlet region contains the fixture that supports the bottom of the

bundle, seals the bundle region to the bottom of the shroud, and provides

sealed passageways for the bundle coolant, instrument, and pressurization lines

and two TDR tubes. The bundle leads that exit through the inlet housing are

sealed to the housing using grayfoil gaskets like those used in the closure

region.

EFUE  XULE

The _CM, located on the top of the reactor, condenses steam from the

fuel bundle and uses nitrogen gas to control the bundle coolant pressure.

12



ECM instruments measure the hydrogen concentration from a sample of the noncon-

densable effluent. In addition, the ECM provides access for two gamma spec-

trometers that monitor the filter and condensed steam for gamma-emitting fission

products. The ECM is bolted to the top of the reactor to reduce the risk of

breaking any pipes (tubes) connected to the test train and the catch tank.

The primary BCM components are a condenser, porous metal filter, thermal

. conductivity cell, float, control, relief and block valves, and the necessary

tubing to properly connect the various components. The ECM also provides

about i0 am of lead shielding in the form of a "cave" that envelops the piping

system for the main effluent stream.

The ECM is a 2-m-cubical box with sheet metal walls, floor, and ceiling

that form a secondary contair_ent. During the test, the interior of the box

is maintained at a small negative pressure by exhaust fans. If any gaseous

radioactive fission products leak from the piping inside the box, they would

be swept by air through a charcoal filter and a high-efficiency particulate air

(HEPA) filter before being safely released through the reactor stack.

The flow paths through the _4 are shown in Figure 7. At the left-hand

side of the figure, effluent exits from the top of the test train into a heated

steam line. The effluent flc_s past an evacuated sample bomb that is activated

by a test engineer at the DACS. The effluent then takes one or more different

routes. During a test, the effluent (steam-H2-fission products) would normally

flow through the porous metal filter and into the condenser. If the filter

should plug, as indicated by a large differential pressure, the effluent would

automatically be routed around the filter and into the condenser° The third

route contains a safety relief valve that opens when the effluent pressure

exceeds 2.4 MPa (350 psi).

A safety relief valve that connects the effluent with the nitrogen back-

pressure line opens when the system pressure exceeds 1.6 MPa (240 psi). When

the effluent reaches the condenser, steam is turned to water and flows out of

the condenser into either of two parallel float valves. One valve provides

the capability to handle large calorimetry water flows, and the other small
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valve handles the small condensate during the boildown. The liquid flows

from the float valves into a waste line that connectswith catch tanks located

below the reactor.

All noncondensablegases exit tt_ough the top of the condenser into a

separator (to remove any water) and through a pressure control valve. Once

past the control valve, the gases flew with the condensate through a waste

line to catch tanks.
f

Another line, located just before the control valve, routes some of the

effluentstream througha filter,hydrogenmeter,chiller,and then to a second

hydrogen meter. The first meter continuouslymeasures the local hydrogen

partialpressure;the secondprovidesthe mass fractionof hydrogen in nitrogen

carriergas.

RE_TOR/IfKPS

The NRU Reactor is operatedby the AtomicEnergyof CanadaLimited (AB:L).

Full-lengthfuel bundleswith commercialenrichmentlevels can operate in the

reactor at nominal IRR power levels. The 130-M_ heavy-water-moderatedand

cooled reactor has two loops (U-I and U-2) that can be connected to various

pressure tubes for experiments. The Zr-2 pressure tube used for the FIdE

tests has an inside diameter of 10.4 cm (4.07 in.) and spans the length of

the 9-m (30-ft)reactor vessel, including the active core length of 2.8 m

(9 ft).

The U-I loop provides steam and refloodwater for steady-stateand tran-

sient thermal-hydraulicconditionsat low flows and at pressuresup to 1.3 MPa

(200psi). The U-I loop will supplysteam to the superheaterduring the PTRT-2
test.

q

The U-2 loop can provide cooling water for steady-stateand transient
m

thermal-hydraulicconditionsthat simulateBWR and PWR coolant systems. The

loop can supply water at 10.3 MPa (1500psi) at inlet temperaturesup to 315Oc
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(600°F). The U-2 loop will supply bypmsscoolantat 38°C, 1.3 MPa, and I kg/s

during the _2 test.

The bypass coolant supplied by the U-2 iosp enters the bottom of the

reactorpressure tube and flows up the annulus between the pressure tube and

the test train assembly. The water exits through the top of the pressureu

tube and flowa back to the U-2 loop pumps.

Separate loop hardware supplies the bundle coolant for the test from

severalpressurizedtanks. The water flows from the tanks to the top of the

reactorthrough two bundle coolant lines at the top of the test train. Past

the closure region,each of the two streams splits and flows down the outside

of the plenum and core regions. The flow streams enter the bundle region

throughfour penetrationsin the inlet fixture.

Once injected into the inlet region, the bundle coolant flows up along

the fuel rods, is heated by fissionpower, convertedto steam, and reactswith

the high-tmrperatureZircaloycladdingand liner to form hydrogen. The bundle

stemr/hydrogeneffluentthen flows through the plenum,the closure, the steam

line, and through the ECM to the catch tank.

Loop systemsalso providea sourceof water (fromanotherpressurizedtank)

for the spray desuperheater,steam for the superheater,and water for the BZM

condenserand chiller. Loop hardware also supplies nitrogengas for the _CM

and hydrogendilutions.

A 15-kW superheaterlocated near the top of the test train assembly is

capable of supplying 13 g/s (100 ib/h) steam at 650°C (1200°F) and 2 MPa

(300psi). Superheatedsteam isused justbefore the boildownphase of the test

to preheat the plenum and ECM effluent lines to prevent prematureste_ con-

densationduring the boildown phase.
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INSTRUM_'_%TION

More than 250 instruments will be used in the FLHT-2 experiment to measure

local pressure, temperature, flow, neutron flux, liquid level, and hydrogen

generation. A detailed listing of all the test instruments is provided in

the FIRT-2 Experiment Operations Plan (BOP). In this section, the safety

function instruments are presented. A layout of the test train instruments

is shown in Figure 8, and ErR instruments are shown in Figure 9. During an

actual test, almost all the test instruments are monitored by the test engi-

neers. If it appears that test conditions (indicated by one or more instru-

ments) are either becoming unsafe or are such that the main test objectives

cannot be attained, then the test will be terminated. If corrections can be

made in a reasonable time (one or two days), they will be made and the test

will be restarted.

Most instruments used in the test are safety related because they indicate

at least a potentially unsafe condition. However, some instruments monitor

key test conditions that automatically or manually cause termination of the

test if preset limits are exceeded. A test will be terminated when temperature,

pressure, power, or weight values exceed preset high or low limits.

All of the FIRT-2 safety instruments were either used in FIRT-I or are

the same type of instrument used in FLHT-I. All the instruments used in the

FIRT-I test to monitor for unsafe conditions performed satisfactorily. Just

prior to the FLE_2 test, each safety instrument circuit will be checked to

be sure the limits are correct and the electrical circuits are operational.

All of the instruments for the FLEI=2 test train assembly are new but

are the same type as used for FI/T_-I. The K_4 and loop instruments are the

same as used for FLEI=I except for four new instrmnents that were added to

the _. Two flow meters were added to measure the condensate flow out the

parallel float valves. A hydrogen partial pressure gage and a mass spectrometer
#

were also added to the noncondensable sanple line in the BCM.
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Most of the instruments provide data on temperatures, pressures, and

flows needed to perform the test and subsequent!v needed to analyze the

results. Some instruments provide only information for the safe conduct of the

test; for example, MMPD signals, reactor power log rate meters, and bundle

coolant supply weight. Some instruments provide both test data and information

to assure a safe test.

DA_A A(DDISITION AND (X3NTRfLSYSTEM

The DACS is composed of the follcwing major cumponents: a Data General

(DG) MV/6000 super-minicumputer, a NEFF A/D (analog-to-digital) subsystem, two

Tektronix 4027 color graphics terminals, and several DG character terminals.

The MV/6000 uses the RIg/VS virtual memory operating system and is equip_

with two mega_es of semiconductor memory, two 1600-bpi tape drives, two

190-megabyte disk drives, and a line printer. A small dot matrix printer is

attached to one of the terminals; two other terminals are connected to a

Tektronix hard copy unit and either of them can initiate a data copy.

The DACS hardware and software are designed to accomplish the following

operations:

* data handling and scanning

* tape and disk input and outlm2t (I/O)

" on-line graphics and terminal I/O

* experiment control (calibration, startup, and controlling the bundle

coolant flow)

* experiment termination (automatically or manually initiated N_J reactor

trip)

* post-test data examination and output.
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The DACS is arranged in the configuration shown in Figure i0. One char-

acter terminal is used as the console to control the DAC/_; one character

terminal and one graphics terminal are used by the test director for data moni-

toring and evaluation; and one character terminal and one graphics term/hal

are provided in a separate roam for the use of test observers not involved in

actually running the experiment. These terminals are equipped with a variety

of monitoring functions, but no control functions. The major components and

the personnel stations for operating and observing the experiment are shown

schematically in Figure Ii.

The DACS software is designed to use the function keys of the terminals

to initiate desired routines. Certain functions available to the console

operator are disabled in the other terminals. These special functions are

necessary to operate the computer system, but they do not have any data

reporting capability.
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__ ONDITIONS

This section provides an overview of the operations planned for the FLHT-2

experiment. Detailed experiment procedures will be provided in the _OP.

Information on the test equipment installation, preliminary operations, test

• performance, trip logic, and expected data is included in this section.

. The test performance involves establishing a bypass flow through the

annulus between the test train shroud and the reactor pressure tube to cool

the tube and maintain the cold boundary necessary for the shroud to contain

the high-temperature test. Once the bypass flow is established, a test assembly

power (23 kW) equivalent to 0.524 kW/m (0.160 kW/ft) of fuel rod will be

established by means of bundle water flow calorimetry. The bundle coolant

flow will then be reduced to a value that will maintain the liquid level in

the top 2 ft of the test bundle. The water in the plenum will then be drained

to a level just above the top of the fuel, and superheated steam will be intro-

duced at about the same elevation into the plenum. Operation under these con-

ditions will continue until the upper plenum and _CM piping are dry and heated

to a temperature that will preclude refluxing, approximately 315°C (600°F).

The transient will then be started by stopping the bundle coolant flow. The

test will continue until peak cladding temperatures of 2200°C (4000°F) are

reached. At that time, the test will be terminated by reducing the reactor

pcwer to zero. The duration of the transient has been calculated to be about

15 rain. _he test will be terminated with no reflood flow, i.e., the test

train will be maintained dry, if possible, until the bundle region has cooled

below about 400°C; water will then be added. The test train will be discharged

with water in the bundle and plenum regions.

The gases exiting the test assembly, mainly steam and hydrogen, will

pass into the E_M. The BCM will control the effluent pressure, using nitrogen

gas as backpressure, condense the steam, and measure the noncondensable gas

stream to determine the hydrogen concentration.

FLEIU2 operating conditions are stmaarized in Table 2. The test, including

the calorimetry phase, will last about 1 to 2 h.
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Experiment installation will involve inserting the test train into the

L-24 position in the NRU Reactor, mounting the IK:M,and connecting the necessary

services, including the superheater.

Test Train Piping

There are two major piping systems for the FLHT-2 test (Figure I). The

first system supplies the bLmdle coolant to the test train. This coolant

passes down through the closure, through two bundle coolant lines, through

four bundle coolant downcomer tubes, and enters the bottom of the test train

below the fuel rods at the inlet region.

During pretransient operation, the flow is sufficiently large that the

test train power can be determined by means of a heat balance (calorimetry

phase of the test). The coolant exits the test train through the effluent

line to the ECM and from there to the loop catch (waste) tanks.

The second piping system--the bypass coolant systmn--receives coolant

from the U-2 loop, measures it, directs it up the annulus between the L-24

pressure tube and the shroud, and then returns it to the U-2 loop fr,xn the top

of the pressure tube.

TWO minor piping systems were added for the FLHT-2 test. One provides

a means of draining the plenum to a level slightly above the top of the fuel

before the transient. The other piping system injects hot (superheated) steam

at the bottom of the plenum. The hot steam is used to dry and heat the plenum

before the start of the transient.

Piping installation and checkout involve connecting the inlet and outlet
t

cooling lines, ensuring proper flows and flow meter calibrations, and ensuring

leak tightness. The connections between the test train closure and the _24
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_. FLHT-2 Operating Conditions

Flow Rate Value .....

Bundle coolant - calibration 0.126 kg/s (i000 l_h)

. Bundle coolant - operation <0.0076 kg/s (<60 l_h)

Bypass coolant 1.3 kg/s (i0,000 ib_h)

Desuperheater water <8 g/s (60 ibm/h)

BCM condenser water 315 g/s (2500 ibm/h)

ECM chilled water <0.038 I/rain (0.01 9pm)

ECM nitrogen 90 L/rain (3.18 ft3/min) STP

Power

N_J Reactor approximately 4% neutron full scale

Fuel rod- linear 0.524 kW/m (0.160 kW/ft)

Bundle 23 to 27 kW

Tesmerature

Peak fuel cladding 2200Oc (4000OF)

Peak shroud saddle interior 540Oc (1000°F)

Bundle coolant inlet 38Oc (100°F)

Bundle coolant saturation 194°C (382°F) at 185 psig

Bypass coolant inlet 38°C (100°F)

Bypass coolant outlet 42°C (l12°F)

Bypass coolant saturation 194°C (382°F) at 185 psig

Peak plenum 1370°C (2500°F)

Peak plenum outlet 370°C (700°F)
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.... Pressure Value _

Bundle coolant 1.28 MPa (185 psig)

Fuel rod cold fill (a)

Bypass coolant 1.28 MPa (185 psig)

MMPD cavity (helium filled) 0 MPa (0 psig)

Shroud insulation cavity (inert 0.3 to 0.7 MPa (50 to i00 psig)
gas filled)

Plenum insulation cavity (argon) <0 MPa (<0 psig)

..... Total cooz_nt RL_u_ir_

Desuperheater 54 kg (120 ibm)

(a) To be presented in the FLE_2 Experiment Operations Plan.
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will be made and leak tested. These connections include the pressurization and

pressure-measuring lines for each of the fuel rods, the shroud insulation

region, the MMPD region, and the pressure transducer manifold (located inside

the _CM). Finally, the safety ventilation system for the BCM will be con-

nected.

#

Instrument Interfaces_

Once the test train is installed, the instrumentation cables will be

connected. Instrumentation will be provided to collect data, control the

experiment, and provide appropriate safety trips. The FLHT-2 safety trip set

points are listed in Table 3, and the controlled parameters are listed in

Table 2. Each of these safety trip circuits will be checked to assure that

they function properly.

Mechanic_l Interfaces

The mechanical interfaces have been proven in previous tests (see FLEIUl

Final Safety Analysis Report). In particular, the remote disassembly tools

needed to separate the test train, the BCM, and the support systems were used

after the FI/4T-I test and performed satisfactorily. Minor modifications to

the shielding and oonfinement between the test train and the BCM will be made

to facilitate disassembly.

PRELIMINARY OPERATIONS

The following preliminary operations will be necessary to show that there

are no leaks:

* Instrument lead seals and mechanical seals between the bypass coolant

system and the bundle coolant system will be tested before the test train

is installed in position L-24.

* The test train head closure seals will be pressure tested to assure leak

tightness.
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_. FLHT-2 Exper_t Safety Trip Functions

_utgnatic Trips Responsibility

Temperature

Shroud saddle exterior- high PNL .

Bypass coolant outlet- high CRNL

Plenum steam outlet - high CRNL

_CM - high PNL

K_4 test train effluent - low PNL

az3a

Bypass coolant- low CRNL

Bypass coolant- high CRNL

Power ChanaeT

Mean power log rate- high CRNL

_ Manual Trips .....................

Sensor

Bundle coolant differential pressure - high PNL

MMPD continuity - change . p_

MMPD resistivity- low PNL

MMPD cavity pressure - high PNL

others

Bundle coolant - low accumulator weight CRNL .

Bypass coolant - low surge tank level CRNL
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* The compressiongland seals around the instrumentleads will be pressure

tested at the same time as the head clo6ure seals to assure that there

are no bypass coolantleaks.

* Connectionsbetween the FLHT-2 test train, the K_4, and the loop catch

tank will be tested to ensure leak tightness so that fission producti

disposalwill be controlledas pl_med.

* An exhaustventilationsystem will be attachedto the ECM confinementto

assure that any radioactivestea_off-gas leakagewill discharge through

charcoal and HEPA filtersto the NRU reactorstack.

* FLHT-2 fuel rodswill be pressurized,leak tested,and monitoredto verify

their integrity and to indicate their operating conditions during the

experiment.

The followingpreliminaryoperationswill be requiredto show the necessary

experimentcontrol:

* Safety trip operations will be verified, trip parameterswill be pro-

grammed,and trip set points will be activated (seeTable 3).

* The integratedDACS/loop control system (LCS) system will be tested to

confirmcontroloperability.

* The operating capabilitiesof the bundle coolant flow, bundle coolant

pressurization,and desuperheatercontrol systems will be tested and

calibrated.

TEST PERFORMANCE

The FiRT-2 experimentwill begin with a pretransientoperationthat will

set the reactorp_wer to give the desiredfuel bundle power of 23 kW. Once the

reactorand bundlepowers are set, transientoperationswill begin by stopping
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the bundle coolant flow. The experiment will be terminated when conditions

producing a predicted peak cladding temperature of 2200°C (4000°F) are reached.

Pretransie_t _Operation

The 23-kW fuel bundle power will be established by setting the bundle
4

coolant flow rate at about 0.126 k_/s (i000 ]b/h) and the supply temperature

at about 38°C (100°F). The reactor power will then be adjusted to a level

where the 23 kW is reached, as determined from the bundle flow rate and inlet-

to-outlet temperature difference. This difference will be 44°C (78°F), which

will result in an outlet temperature of about 82°C (178°F)--wellbelow the

saturation temperature of 194°C (382°F). The exact values of the bundle coolant

parameters are not critical; once they are set, however, their values should

remain constant. The reactor power necessary to give a test train power of

23 kW is expected to be about 4% of full power. Bypass cooling is not required

during preconditioning, but it will be established before preconditioning

begins, so it will be at the proper value when the transient begins.

Transient Test

The transient test will begin after the bundle power is established during

the pretransient test. DACS inputto the LOS will cause the bundle coolant

flow to decrease to a value that is calculated to give dry outlet steam at a

temperature of 425 to 540°C (800 to 1000°F). The liquid level in the test

assembly will be 3.0 to 3.4 m (10 to 11 ft) above the bottom of the fuel.

The test section drain valve will then be opened, which will drain coolant

from the plenum region to about 28 cm (11 in.) above the top of the fuel.

The drain discharge flow rate will be higher than the bundle coolant flow

rate so that the coolant in the EC_4and plenum will be drained. The drain

will continue until the plenum is empty and the liquid level is down to the

drain elevation. Next, a hot gas (dry steam or nitrogen) will be introduced

into the bottom of the plenum until the plenum interior and BCM piping to the

condenser are above the saturation temperature and steam condensation and

refluxing are no longer likely. The drain valve will be closed when two-phase
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flow through the drain line no longer exists, i.e., dry steam flow only.

The hot gas preheating flow will be stopped when the plenum and _ piping

are dry and heated.

When steady-state conditions are reached as indicated by a constant steam

. outlet temperature and constant liquid level, the transient will be started by

stopping the bundle coolant flow. The transient will be allowed to continue

• until conditions producing a temperature of 2200°C (4000°F) are reached. At

that time, the test will be terminated by automatically decreasing the reactor

power to a low neutron level and then tripping the reactor.

Be_muse the test assembly TCs are not expected to remain reliable at the

peak temperatures planned for this test, a method was defined to determine

when the desired termination temperature (2200°C) is reached. The elapsed

time between two temperatures will be measured during an early test period

when the TCs are still reliable. This information, together with the results

of parametric TRJMP-BD calculations, will be used to define the elapsed time

that must be allowed to reach the 2200°C (4000°F) desired temperature.

In addition to the "timed" definition of the desired peak cladding tem-

perature, liner TC temperatures will be used to assess the approach to desired

temperatures and the termination time will be adjusted if necessary. The

liner temperatures will be used for this purpose because data from the FLEIUl

test showed that several liner TCs not only survived the test but also indicated

that the temperature increase had stopped before the reactor was shut down.

The calculated peak cladding temperatures, the bundle coolant liquid

level, and the core region outlet coolant temperatures are presented in

Figures 12, 13, and 14, respectively. The calculations assumed no relocation

. of the fuel or the cladding.

. Bypass coolant conditions will be maintained constant during the flow

reductions. The bypass system pressure will be maintained at 1.28 MPa

(185 psig) (the same as the bundle coolant pressure) to minimize the possibility

of any leaks between the two systems. The bypass coolant inlet temperature
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will be 38°C (100°F), and the flow rate will be adjusted to 1.26 kg/s

(i0,000ib/h). A maximumoutlet temperatureof about 45°C (II2°F)is expected,

which is well below the bypass coolantsaturationtemperature (194°C).

Test T_rmination

The prime criterionfor determining the success and terminationof the

FLE_-2 experiment is achieving a peak fuel cladding temperatureof 2200°C

(4000°F). Once conditionsthat result in this t_rature have been reached,

the N_ Reactorwill be manually shut down. The bundle coolant flow will be

shut off, but the bypass coolantflow will be continued. This shutdownmethod

will provide the least thermal shock and, therefore,will minimize post-test

fuel damage.

Test Rast_rt

If a reactortrip should occur during FLH_-2, a restartwill be consid-

ered. The major factors in consideringa restart are the number of instru-

ments--primarilybundle TCs--thatare still functioningand the cause of the

reactortrip. If a restart is d_ feasible,the bundle coolant rate will

be set to a value thatwould stabilizethe liquid level when the reactorpower

is again established. The reactorpower will be set to the level at which

the trip occurred. The bundle coolantwill then again be stopped.

A restart is also being consideredto about one-thirdof the test power

after the term/nationof the test. This restartwould test the TCs and supply

confirmatorydata concerningTCs that had failed.

Steam GenerationRate

Steam will be generated by boiling of the bundle coolant below the

steam/wate_interface. The rate of steam formationwill be directly propor-

tional to the total bundle power below that interfaceand will, therefore,
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decrease as the boiloff continues and the interface lowers. The steam gener-

ation rate as a function of time after the start of the transient is illustrated

in Figure 15.

The steam generated will react to some extent with the hot Zircaloy

cladding and liner. The steam exiting the test section will therefore bei

reduced from that quantity generated. The calculated outlet steam flow rate

is shown in Figure 16. The outlet steam flow drops off starting at 8 or 9 rain,

when the test assm_ly temperature becomes high enough to cause significant

Zircaloy oxidation.

TRIP LOGIC

The DACS has the capability to send a trip signal to the IES. This signal

will be sent automatically when certain safety sensor data or safety sensor

group data exceed set points or preset safety limits. This trip signal may

also be sent by the DACS console operator as a manual trip. The logic used

by the DAC_ for automatic trips or by the console operator for manual trips is

described below.

Automatic NRJ Reactor Trip_

The DACS will scan the instrument data at least once per second during

the experiment. After each scan, the readings of certain instruments will be

checked against the preset safety limits. If one or more instnm_.,mtis beyond

a limit, appropriate action will be taken by the computer. This action will

vary depending on the instrument.

The TCs that are to be used as safety sensor instrmnents are combined in

most cases into safety sensor groups of four. If two of the four sensors

read in excess of the set point, a software flag is set for that safety sensor

group. If the next scan of the instruments also shows two of the four sensors

in that group beyond the limit, then the automatic trip is initiated by the

DACS. If a two-out-of-four condition is not found in the second scan, the
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software flag for that safety sensor group is cleared. This technique is

used so that spurious electronic noise will not cause premature test termina-

tion.

Prior to or during the beginning of the FLHT-2 experiment, it is con-

ceivable that one or more of the sensors in the safety sensor groups may
i

inoperable. In this case, the safetysensor groups that have failed may be

redefined, either by replacing the failed sensors with good ones or by rede-

fining that group to a two-out-of-three safety group (the appropriate CRNL

personnel will be notified).

Manual l_J Reactor Trip

Certain conditions might arise during the test that would cause the test

director to shut down the NI_ Reactor. The DACS provides the capability to

manually initiate a trip. For a nonemergency condition, the test director

would request that the NIU control operator shut down the reactor. One con-

dition that could lead to a shutdown is: _DRs indicating full bundle coolant

level and fuel rod bundle temperatures also reading high, indicating that the

fuel bundle coolant channel may be blocked. Safety trip criteria proposed

for the FIRT-2 test will be listed in the EOP.

EXPECTED TEST DA_

Data are desired for the following variables:

* temperature

* hydrogen concentration

* pressure

* bundle coolant level

* fission products.
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In addition, other data will be collectedfor safety reasons; for example,

bypass flow data, MMPD information, and saddle temperature data. Still other

data will be taken to assure controlled conditions; for example,systempres-

sure, reactor power, and nitrogen carrier gas flow rates.

o

Tsm_erature Measurements

Fuel cladding and structural conponent TCs will provide radial and axial

indications of test assembly temperatures as long as the TCs remain opera-

tional. High-temperature Type C (W-5 Re/W-26 Re, BeO-insulated, and ZE/Ta-

sheathed) TCs will be used to measure interior fuel cladding temperatures.

However, TC failures are anticipated to occur between approximately 1540°C

and 2040°C (2800°F and 3700°F). High-temperature Type C _Cs will also be

used in the bundle coolant region and on the liner at various elevations for

fuel cladding temperature comparisons. Predicted temperature gradients between

the fuel and the stea_iand between the fuel and the liner are approximately

30°C and ll0°C (50°F and 200°F), respectively. Consequently, liner temperature

histories will be extrapolated to deduce peak fuel temperatures after the

fuel cladding TCs have failed.

Type K TCs will be used extensively throughout the FLHT-2 lower temperature

region--below ll00°C (2000OF)--where their continued operation throughout the

experiment is expected. These TCs will provide temperature histories of the

inlet and outlet of the bypass coolant channel. They will also be used in

the inlet region, the lower bundle coolant cham_l, the saddle, downstream of

the desuperheater spray heads in the double-walled plenum,the bundle coolant

channel,and on the test train effluent and BCM piping.

Radial and axial fuel/coolant/shroud temperatures were calculated for

FIRT-2. Radial temperature gradients are quite flat, particularly at the

high temperatures that occur late in the test. Radiation is the predominant

mode of heat transfer, which is a factor in the uniformity of the temperature

gradients. Consequently, at the hottest elevation, the liner is only about

ll0°C (200°F) cooler than the hottest rod. Axial temperature profiles for
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the hottest rod, liner saddle, and inner round temperature are shown in

Figure 17. The similarity of the cladding and liner plots illustrates the

flatness of the radial temperature profiles in the fuel rod bundle.

Svdrooen Measurements

)

Significant anwmmts of hydrogen will be generated when the Zircaloy/stean

interface temperature exceeds ll00°C(2000°F).The hydrogen generation rate

will depend on the cladding temperature, the presence of steam, and the

thickness of the Zr_. The hydrogen concentration will be measured with partial

pressure, mass, and fraction thermal conductivity meters in the BCM outlet

piping above the reactor deck. Predicted hydrogen generation rates are shown

in Figure 18.

The amount of hydrogen generated in the upper steam plenum is insignificant

because the temperatures are too low.

Pressure Measurements

The bundle coolant region will be monitored with differential pressure

sensing lines that tap the test assembly inlet and outlet pipes (Figure 9).

These lines are connected to transducers located in the _M to provide data

on the bundle coolant operating pressure.

Bundle Coolant Level Measurements

_DRs monitor the liquid level in the test assembly even though they will

be mounted in manometer tubes in the bypass annulus. The liquid level data

are expected to provide a coolant level history for the controlled boilaway

experiment that will be correlated with fuel bundle TC data.

Fission Product Monitorinu

The fuel rods are expected to rupture near a cladding temperature of

980°C (1800°F). Small quantities of Xe and Kr fission products will then be
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released through the ruptures. Three gamma spectrometers will monitor for

fission products in the effluent pipe, BCM filter, and condenser.

POSI_TFLT OPERATIONS

• Post-test operations include _4 and test train removal and postirradiation

examination (PIE).

_]4 and Test Tr_i_ Removal

The test train will be cooled with bypass coolant until the bundle and

bypass coolant system can be depressurized. This procedure is expected to

require several hours after the test has been completed. The driving force

for heat removal late in the cooldown may be so small that a complete cooldown

would be inordinately long. In this case, small amounts of bundle coolant will

be added to decrease the cooling time.

Radiation monitors will be used to ascertain the radiation fields near

the deck plate and around the _24. If the fields are higher than acceptable,

the test train may be flooded with bundle coolant water. The flush line would

then be used to flush clear water through the plenum and out the steam line

until acceptable radiation fields are achieved.

When radiation fields are low enough to permit _ and test train removal,

temporary (jumper) pipes and all other instrument and power connections to

the ECM will be removed to facilitate access to the _2 closure region.

The test train instrument leads will be severed, and all tubes between the BCM

and test train will be crimped/sealed and severed with long-handled tools to

minimize radiation exposure. The closure plug, seal, and hold-down components

will also be removed with long-handled tools; a grappling attachment will be

installed on the FLHT-2 closure plug. The FLHT-2 test train will be withdrawn
I

from the reactor in the shielded cavity in the J-Rod flask and transported to

the fuel elevator for transfer to the rod bay. If necessary, the test train

may remain water filled during these transfer operations. The _ filter may

be removed for gamma spectroscopy and a minimal hot cell examination.
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Postirr_diatio_Examination

As part of the transferoperation to the fuel elevator, the core region

of the test assembly will be gamma scanned to detect relocated fuel. The

test train assembly and shroud will be sectioned in the rod bay with a saw
t

mountedon the disassembly,examination,reassemblymachine (DERM). Photography

will be the primary means to document the effects of the G_DP experimenton

the fuel bundle. Fuel and core debris may be characterizedin the CRNL hot

cells.
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PRCJECT OUALITY

The FIRT-2 quality control plan (QCP) is based on the elements of PNL's

quality assurance (QA) manual (_MA-65). All activities that affect quality

will be monitored, starting with design, analysis, test predictions, and

instrument development and continuing through materials and procurement
i

handling, fabrication, testing, inspection, storage, and shipment. Detailed

specifications and procedures for these activities are contained in material,

product, welding/brazing, fabrication, and assembly documents. Approved

drawings of all assemblies and components will provide easily understood

information to aid in machining, fabrication, or assembly operations.

A central project file with individual task files has been established

for material specifications, welding/brazing specifications, drawings, pro-

curement documents, inspection logs, analytical data, and other information

deemed necessary for traceability of materials, fabrication, and analysis.

At the completion of the experiment series, these files will be combined into

a main project file. _he project maDmger has appointed a project quality

control representative (PQC_); and both have the organizational freedom to

make independent assessments of quality and direct the attention of other

project members to any quality problem, its cause, and recommended corrections.

An engineer from the QA organization provides assistance in Lmplenenting the

QC elements described in the QCP and may conduct independent audits of the

project. A materials review board processes all nonconformance reports on

discrepancies of materials or c(_ponents.

The objective of the QCP is to assure that the quality of the design,

fabrication, assembly, and supporting analytical work meets as high a standard

as practicable. To _c,_m_plish this, the QCP will provide the basis for

selecting elements to assure that a materials, component, or instrument system

• will perform satisfactorily during the FLHT-2 experiment.
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_r._ _ OUASI_ _q_

Ouality Assurance Plan. The purpose of a Quality Assurance Plan (QAP)

is to assist in planning QC activities for the project and to identify special

QA requirements specified by PNL's QA organization or sponsor.

m

Design CoDtrol and Method Review. The purpose of this element is to

assure that the design requirements are formally documented in design drawings,

specifications, and procedures.

Procurement. The purpose of this element is to provide documented records

of all procurement activities and to establish a central file of all purchased

materials and c(m_onents.

Instructions. Procedures. and Drawings. The purpose of this element is

to assure that activities affecting quality are accm,plished in accordance

with documented instructions, procedures, or drawings.

Document ContKol. The purpose of this element is to assure that documents

affecting quality are properly prepared, identified, reviewed, approved, dis-

tributed to the affected work location, and maintained.

Material Identification an_ CoDtrols. The purpose of this element is to

assure that only acceptable materials or _nents are used and that these

meet special requirements for identification, storage, and use.

Key Fabrication and Special Processe_. The purpose of this element is

to provide documented verification of the control of key fabrication processes

that affect the quality.

Inspection and TestirLg. The purpose of this element is to assure that

items requiring inspection and testing conform to specifications and design

requirements.
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Calibration. The purposeof thiselementis to assurethatall measurement

and test equi_t are suitable for the intended purpose and are maintained

in accordancewith specifiedcalibrationand serviceprocedures.

HandliDg,Storaae,and Shipping. The purposeof this elementis to assure

that all materials or components requiringspecial instructionsare handled,

stored, or shippedto reduceunnecessarydamage,deterioration,or loss.

Q

Nonconformanceand Corrective Action. Regulations concerning noncon-

formanceto all requirements. Copies of all pertinentdocumentsare maintained

in the projectfile.

PROJ_CTP_CORDS

Project recordsincludebut are not limitedto:

* purchase orders/certifications

* design drawings

* material specifications

* product specifications

* weldi_razing specifications

* inspectionreports

* special processprocedures

* nonconformancereports

* calibrationreportsand records

* audits
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* testing reports

* design analysis

* assembly procedures

* shipping documentation

* project correspondence and reports.

SPBCIFICATIONS AND pBOC_Xn_.g

Different types of specifications and procedures are being developed,

implemented, and maintained for the (_DP Program.

* Specifications

-- material

-- product

-- welding/brazing

-- heat treatment

* Procedures

--
-- welding/brazing

-- special processes or operations

-- instrument calibration

-- shipping

-- procedure for test train insertion into the L-24 position of the NR3

Reactor

-- testing or checkout

-- experiment operations.
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SAFETY CO,rEmUS I_RI_ NOI_I_IALOPF__TION

Safety concerns that could cause harm or damage during the FLHT-2

experiment are radioactive fission products, radiation fields, reactivity

changes, hydrogen generation, materials at high temperature, steam explosion,

and steam pressure pulses. The radioactive fission products are produced in

the 12 UC_ fuel rods during the short (approximately 1 h) calorimetry and

during the subsequent boilaway phases. The radiation fields are created by the

decaying radioactive fission products and the decaying neutron activation

products. Once the test train assembly is loaded into the NRU Reactor, reac-

tivity changes occur due to the rm,oval of the bundle water from the core

region and the axial movement of U_ in the test bundle. Hydrogen is produced

from the chemical reaction of Zircaloy with steam in the hlgh-temperature

bundle region. A steam explosion could occur if molten (U, Zr, O) reacted

with water under certain conditions. A steam pressure pulse would occur in

the bundle region if hot material, including Zircaloy, fell into the water

pool at the bottom of the fuel bundle region.

All of these hazards were analyzed for the FLHT-I test and were reanalyzed

for the FLHT-2 PSAR. Previous analysis that is still applicable to the FLHT-

2 test is smTmarized in this section_ recent analyses performed after the

FIAT-2 F"_R submittal are presented in detail. Previous analysis on the

following hazards still apply to FLE_-2:

* radioactive fission products (FLRT-I FSAR and FLHT-2 PSAR)

* radiation fields (FLHT-I FSAR)

* reactivity changes (FLHT-I FSAR)

' * steam explosions (FLHT-2 PSAR)

• * steam pressure pulses (FLHT-2 PSAR). (a)

(a) Slightly modified as a result of a recent test train assembly design change.
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Because of some recent changes in the analytical tools (in the TR24P

computer code) used to predict temperatureswithin the core region of the

test train assemblyand a shift in the emphasisof the test safety features,

new analyses are summarized below concerning the hazards associated with

hydrogenand materialsat high temperature.

RADIOAL_IVEFISSIONPRfIUCTS

The presenceof radioactivefissionproducts (contamination)isan inherent

hazard associatedwith nuclear energy. Proper hardware design and handling

proceduresbased on years of experienceand scientificstudy provide for safe

workingconditions. The fissionproduct inventoryin the FI/ff-2test will be

less than that generatedin the FLHT-1 test. The radioactivespecieswill be

ccntainedwithin the same or identicalhardware used for the FLHT-I test.

The primary contaimmnt system (bundle steam/hydrogenflow path) was

designed for pressures above 2.4 MPa (350 psi); the test pressure will be

1.3 MPa _185_i). The primary systemwill be tested at the test pressure to

assure leak tightness. Should a leak develop during the test, the hazardous

locationwill be dcwnstreamfrom the test train closure plug. The ste_m/hy-

drogen flow path from the top of the closure has a secondary confinement

(maintainedat a slight negative pressure) to prevent the release of gases

into the reactorhall. If the FIRT-I fissionproducts behavior is duplicated

in FLHT-2, essentiallynone will be releasedfrom the UO2 pellets.

All of the released fission products are expected to be containedwith

the low-pressure1.3-MPa (185-psig)bundle coolant system including the ECM

piping. The system will be cold pressure checked to 1.7 MPa (250 psia) to

insure good integrityand leak tightness. Should any leaks develop during
m

the tests,the escapingcomponentwill be containedwith a low pressureexhaust

system.

Components in the ECM have different pressure and temperature design

limits, all of which are comfortablyabove the operating conditions. Lower
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limit components are the condenser and float valves. The condenser is designed

for 6.9 MPa (i000 psig) at 450°C (850°F); the float inside the float valve

will collapse above 3.1 MPa (450 psig) at 260°C (500°F). The condensate fr_n

the condenser that flows into the float valves has a maximum temperature of

194oc (382°F).

Since the FLHT-2 peak fuel temperature will be about 200°C higher than

temperatures in FIRT-I, it is possible that some volatile fission products

will be released from the fuel. These products will be contained within the

bundle coolant system.

RADIATION FIrthS I_-_ULTINGFRC_ FISSION _ RRt.FA_R

Radiation fields associated with FLHT-2 are due to the presence of both

fission and activation products; few, if any, activation products are expected

to contribute to the existing working background radiation levels. Actual

radiation levels during the FLEI_2 test are expected to be about the same as

those for FLHT-I. The radiation levels during FLHT-I were close to background.

Argon gas (approximately l-atm pressure) was used to improve the thermal

resistance of the Zr_ fiberboard during FLEa-1. However. when the liner

breached, neutron-activated argon was released frem the insulation into the

bundle steam and hydrogen effluent. The presence of activated argon temporarily

increased local radiation levels while the argon flowed through the BCM en

route to the catch tank.

Several gases were evaluated as a possible replacement for the argon fill

gas. CUrrently, two gases appear to be acceptable: nitrogen and neon.

Nitrogen is the first choice because it has lower neutron activation and lower

thermal conductivity than neon. The only concern with nitrogen is the reaction

with the Zircaloy liner. Such a reaction appears acceptable because it proceeds

more slowly and releases less heat than the Zircaloy/steam reaction.

The FLHT-2 experiment will be very brief, using 12 nonirradiated LWR

fuel rods. These fuel rods will probably be exposed for less than 3
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h--0.615 kW/m (0.188 kW/ft)--at about 5% of full power in the N_ Reactor.

During that period,a minimal fissionproduct inventorywill be produced (less

than that for FLHT-I). Inventorieswere calculated with the ORIG_2 code

and are compared in Table 4 for the FIRT-I and FIEb-2 fuel ro_ bundles. The

percentagesof these fissionproductsto be releasedfrom the fuel rod bundles

(that retain their structure) were calculated using temperature-and time-

dependent releasecoefficientsfrom _956.

In every case, the releasedfissionproductactivity is at least a factor

of four less for FLHT-2 than predictedfor FLHT-I. In some cases, it is lower

by at least a factor of 10. It could be concluded that the FIRT-2 experi-

ment will be less severeand the fuel will not releaseany radioactivity.

However,the possiblymolten state of fuel or core debris must be taken

into account. In the molten state, fissionproduct mobility is considerably

enhanced. Although some safety analyses have assumed that molten fuel will

release all of its volatile fission products, recent SFD experiments have

measured fissionproduct release for both trace exposure and high-burnupLWR

fuel. It was concludedthat considerablysmallerreleasefractionsare released

from severelydegraded trace-irradiatedfuel. Releasedata from SFD i-I were

chosen to represent the FLEb-2 experiment because both use trace exposure

fuel heated to about 2200°C (4000OF)but without refloodcooling.

SFD i-i empirical fission product release fractions are also shown in

Table 4. The] are _rable with analytical predictions. Evidently, the

enhancedfissionproductreleasefrommolten fuel is counteractedby transport

to other in-core locationswhere plateout or chemical reactionspreclude or

retard fissionproduct releasefrom the test train assembly. These empirical

release fractions are used to calculate "expected FI/4T-2fission product

activity" that may be released in the FLHT-2 effluent. This activity is

tabulatedin Table 4 for 13 elements.

The expectedfissionproduct releaseactivitiesfor FLHT-2 are less than

half of the releaseactivitiespredictedfor all radioisotopesthat could be
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reloased from FLHT-I. Because essentiallyno radioactivefission products

were released during FIRT-I, fission product release frcm FI/TT-2does not

presenta significanthazard.

_a_"_ITv_TY EFFECTS

G

The reactivityeffectsof voidingthe (poison)light-waterfrom the bundle

and bypass coolant regions and also the reactivityeffects of relocatedfuel

were calculated for the FLEI=I experiment. These calculationswere reviewed

for FLHT-2 and found to be appropriate,conservative,and acceptable.

Voiding water from the bundle region increases the reactivity 0.48 mk

and also increasesthe bundle power from 23 to 27 kW. This voiding of the

bundle coolant is a plannedpart of the FLEIU2. Voiding of the bypass water

increasesthe reactivityto 0.57 ink. _he reactivityeffect of the combination

voidingof both bundle and bypass water is +1.07 ink.

The calculated reactivityeffect of relocatedfuel (describedlater) is

+0.94 mk and the total bundle power would increaseslightly. These calculated

reactivity changes are within the acceptable limit of +6.0 mk for the NRJ

Reactor; however,as mentioned earlier, the loss of bypass coolant is not an

acceptableconditionbecauseof the resultingdamagedue to the thermalloading

on the shroud and reactorpressure tube.

_he reactivity increase associated with the assumed movement of fuel

from the top of the fuel bundle down near the core centerlinewas calculated

by CRNL for the FH4T-2 test; the reactivityincrease is +0.94 ink. This value

is for the 2% enriched PLHT-2 fuel. Allowance was made for the use of two

aluminum nitride rods in reactor loading. The aluminum nitride rods were

used to reducethe L-24 local flux and allow a higher (morecontrollableduring

restart)reactorpower for the required23-kW bundle power. The increase in

power for the relocatedfuel was also calculatedand is discussedlater with

debris bed thermal analyses.
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HYDROGEN GENERATION

Hydrogen is one of the products of the FLHT-2 experiment. The measured

generation rates during the course of the experiment are huportant data. _he

presence of hydrogen requires careful handling/processing because hydrogen

can burn and explode. To prevent any hydrogen reactions (mainly with air),

the hydrogen is diluted with nitrogen so that the hydrogen concentration is

less than 4%. The constant dilution rate with nitrogen is based on the pre-

dicted peak hydrogen generation rate of 0.18 g/s (1.4 ib/h) 130 L/m (STP). The

predicted hydrogen rates during the course of the experiment are shown in

Figure 18.

Hydrogen is produced by the reaction of hot Zircaloy with steam. Zir-

conium, the main constituent in Zircaloy,(a)reacts with steam as follows:

Zr + 2H20--> ZrC_ + 2H2 + Q

where Q = the exothermic heat of reaction

= 143 kcal (598 kJ) per mole Zr

= 1555 cal (6506 J) per gram Zr

= 3972 cal (16.6 kJ) per gram H20

= 35.7 kcal (149 kJ) per gram H2

= 3192 cal (13.4 kJ) per liter H2.(b)

_he rate of hydrogen production depends on the surface area, temperature,

and amount of prior oxidation of the Zircaloy. The TRJMP computer code was

used to calculate the hydrogen production rate. The core region test train

assembly geometry and material characteristic plus the fission heat and starting

bundle coolant conditions were input to the code. Using this input, the code

calculated as a function of time I) the steaming rate (from the fuel rod fission
i

heat), 2) the water liguid level,3) the Zircaloyreaction with steam, asso-

ciated heat, and hydrogen production, and 4) new temperatures due to the fission
I

(a) Zircaloy-4 contains 98.2% Zr, 1.5% Sn, 0.2% Fe, and 0.1% Cr.

(b) At 1 arm and room temperature.
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and chemical heats. The Zircaloy oxidation rate as a function of temperature

was calculated within the TRJMP code using the experimentally developed

correlation of Urbanic and Heidrick. Parabolic kinetic rates were assumed as

a function of time.

Until very recently, the TR/MP Zircaloy oxidation model included an

oxidation rate inhibitor that increased with hydrogen concentration in the

steam. Based on new data, (a) no such inhibition occurs at least until the

hydrogen concentration is above 95 tool%. Therefore, the model was dropped

from the TR/MP code and the TR/MP calculations presented in this report exclude

the so-called hydrogen blanketing model. The calculated hydrogen generation

rate, exit coolant fraction, and ctmulative production are shown in Figures

18, 19, and 20, respectively.

The removal of the hydrogen blanketing model accelerates the test tem-

perature ramp rates, reducing the overall length of the experiment. Even

though the hydrogen generation rates are now calculated to be larger than

with the hydrogen blanketing model, the predicted total hydrogen production

is reduced. The chemical energy associated with the Zircaloy oxidation and

hydrogen generation is addressed in the section on high-t_rature materials.

MATERIALS AT HIGH TSMPERATJPR

The peak fuel bundle temperature planned for the FLHT-2 experiment is

2200°C (4000°F), which is about 200°C (360°F) hotter than the peak temperature

attained in FLET-I. Bundle region materials at such high temperatures can cause

damage to reactor cumponents. No damage was seen to the outer tubes after

the _i test. This section analyzes the conditions associated with the

containment of bundle materials at least as hot as 2200°C. First, an analysis

is presented that shows that the heat flux through the Zircaloy inner and

outer tubes can be much greater than the experimental heat fluxes provided

bypass coolant is present. Next, effects of chemical power from the Zircaloy

(a) J. T. Prater and E. L. Courtright. 1985. High-T__ rature Oxidation of
Zircaloy-4 in steam and Steam-hydrogen Environm__nt_. PNL-5558, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
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oxidation are presented to help quantify the experLmental heat fluxes. Next,

an analysis is presented to show how the test termination time will be deter-

mined so that peak bundle temperatures reach 2200°C.

This section of the report examines the thermal conditions that might

breach the outer shroud and cause possible damage to the pressure tube. It

is concluded that these consequences are not possible. The primary pressure

boundary for these tests is the two shroud tubes; and as long as they remain

cool, no problems will exist regardless of what happens inside the test train.

The thrust of the analysis is directed toward determining that the inner and

outer tubes are indeed maintained cooled. The shroud insulation is not intended

or needed as a safety feature. Rather, it is necessary to achieve the high

temperatures desired for the fuel rods.

The inner and outer Zircaloy tubes are cooled by water flowing through

the annulus between the shroud and the reactor pressure tube. A flow of at

least 1 kg/s (8000 ]b/h) of water with an inlet temperature of about 38°C is

planned. The mass flux, linear velocity, and heat transfer coefficients cor-

responding to this flow condition are 615 kg/s-m2 (0.452 x 106 ib/h-ft2),

0.7 nl/S (2.3 ft/s) and 0.5 W/cm2-°C (875 Btu/h-ft2-°F).

The energy source to cause heating of the shroud tubes and the bypass

coolant is the radial heat flow out through the shroud, driven by the temper-

ature difference between the test assembly interior and bypass coolant. The

magnitude of this heat flow rate has been calculated to be 17 kW for FLHT-2.

The measured heat flow rate into the bypass heat sink for FLHT-I peaked at about

28 kW. The difference between the two heat flows is attributed to two factors.

First, the duration of the FLh"_-2 test, as calculated, is much shorter than

the duration of the FLHT-I test. The thermal time constant of the shroud

is fairly long and the thermal inertia of the shroud delays its heating during

faster transients.

The second factor contributing to the 28-kW heat flow was the injection

of hot steam into the insulation cavity when the shroud liner breached. The

quantity of steam injected was not measured but was calculated to be as much
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as i00 L (3.7 ft3). It nearly instantaneously carried approximately 1040 kW-s

(i000 Btu) of heat energy into the shroud cavity. This injection of heat

into the shroud cavity increased the heat flow into the bypass coolant. The

FLET-2 test is intended to be operated with the shroud cavity samewhat pres-

surized to reduce the pressure difference across the liner. This will reduce

the magnitude of the steam injection when the liner breaches.

To be conservative, however, a peak heat flow of 28 kW was used to assess

the cooling of the Zircaloy tubes for FIRT-2. The 28-kW heat flow is dis-

tributed axially nearly directly proportional to the liner to bypass coolant

temperature difference. The average temperature of the liner above the liquid

level was determined and used to calculate the ratio of the liner to coolant

temperature difference at the peak axial elevation to the average difference

for the test assembly. This ratio is 1.74. Below the liquid level, the tem-

perature difference is so small that the heat flow would be negligible. The

maximum specific heat flow is therefore calculated by dividing the 28-kW heat

flow into the bypass by the 2.9 m (9.5 ft) of test assembly above the liquid

level and multiplying by the 1.74 peak-to-average axial heat flow. The maximum

specific heat flow was calculated to be 16.8 kW/m (5.13 kW/ft). When used

with the 0.5 W/cm2-°C heat transfer coefficient, this heat flow gives a maximum

difference between the outside surface of the shroud and the bypass coolant

of 12°C (21OF).

The 28-kW radial heat flow into the 1.0-kg/s bypass coolant will increase

the coolant temperature by about 3°C (6°F) at the elevation of peak radial

heat flow and by about 7°C (12°F) at the outlet. Assuming an inlet temperature

of 38°C (100°F), the coolant outlet temperature and the peak outside shroud

surface temperature are calculated to be about 45°C (l12°F) and 53°C (127°F),

respectively. Structural integrity of the Zircaloy tubes is expected at these

low temperatures.

To provide an estimate of the safety margin, conditions to cause bulk

boiling at the k_pass outlet and conditions to cause subcooled local boiling

at the peak radial heat flow elevation were determined as shown in Table 5.
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_. Bypass Coolant Margins

(/bangein Parameter to Cause:
Parameter _.. Bulk Outlet Boilino Subcooled Local Boilin 0

Coolant flow -2400% -4400%
Radial heat flow +2400% +1300%

Inlet temperature +150°C (270°F) +142°C (255°F)

Neither the condition of bulk coolant outlet boiling nor suboooled boiling

should be construed as safety limits. They are used to provide a convenient

method of illustrating the huge safety margins in the radial heat sink. It

can be seen that the margins are large, about two orders of magnitude.

The inner Zircaloy tube and saddle temperatures are also of interest. The

inner tube temperature was calculated for the given radial heat flows by using

a lumped-parameter approach. The thermal conductivity of the MMPD was cal-

culated to be an average of the resistance of the helium gas and the detector

wires. The major uncertainty in this calculation was the gap between the

saddle and the inner tube. The gap has a cold design value of 0.51 mm

(0.02 in.); but since the saddles are not rigidly fixed, the gap can vary

significantly from the design. Data were therefore taken during FLHT-I at a

time prior to the excursion to evaluate a conservative saddle-to-outside surface

thermal resistance. The evaluation was done by first determining the ratio

of the temperature difference between the liner and saddle to the temperature

difference between the saddle and the outside surface. The temperature dif-

ference ratio is directly proportional to the thermal resistance of the two

heat paths in series. The thermal resistance from the liner to saddle is

primarily that of the insulating tiles, which is reasonably well known. The

calculation of the saddle to outside surface thermal resistance was found to

be 13.3°C/kW-m (0.023°F/Btu-ft). When this value is used with the peak radial

heat flow of 16.8 kW/m, the saddle temperature is 222°C (400°F) above the

• outside surface temperature or 268°C (514°F). If the radial heat flow that

causes local subcooled boiling, as given above, is used, the saddle temperature

is 2886°C above the outside surface temperature. This requires a saddle tem-

perature far above the saddle trip t_perature. Finally, for a saddle trip
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temperature of 982°C (1800°F), a radial heat flow of 70.6 kW/m (73,600 Btu/h-

ft), 4.2 times the probable value, would cause a reactor trip.

The inner Zircaloy tube temperature will be I09°C (277°F) under normal

conditions and 325°C (615°F) at the time an increased heat flow would cause the

saddle temperatures of 982°C (1800°F) to trip the reactor.

The radial heat flow through the shroud as a function of insulation b

thickness is presented in Figure 21. The following as_ions were used to

develop the curve:

* Operation is at steady state.

* _he inner surface temperature of the insulation is 2760°C (5000°F).

* Bypass coolant temperature is 65°C (150°F).

* _e thermal resistance from the inside surface of the liner to saddle is

proportional to the insulation thickness.

* The thermal resistance from the saddle to the outside of the Outer tube

is derived from _I data.

The heat flow can then be expressed as

o=c (%-%)

where C =

RT = sum of resistance values in series

or Q = 1 (T1 _ TO)
RI+_S
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where Q = radial heat fl(_

RI = thermal resistance of the insulation

RS = resistance from the saddle to the coolant

TI = inner insulation surface temperature.

. The heat flow was then calculated assuming that through any means what-

soever the inner surface of the insulation was maintained at 2760°C (5000°F).

• The calculation was repeated for various insulation thicknesses. The results

are plotted in Figure 21, which shows a heat flow of approximately 17.1 kW/m

(5.2 kW/ft) with the full thickness of insulation and an increasing heat flow

as the insulation is rmnoved until a maximum of 204 kW/m (62 kW/ft) is cal-

culated for no insulation remaining. The heat flux from the outer shroud

surface, even for the case of no insulation, is not large-only 697 kW/m2

(0.221 x 106 Btu/h-ft2).

There is significant conservatism in the calculation leading to Figure 21.

The calculations assume that the inner insulation surface remains at 2760°C

(5000°F) and does so long enough to reach steady state; in any real case, it

would not. For significant insulation losses, the large heat loss would cause

the temperatures of the material giving the 2760°C to decrease. Furthermore,

the time frame of the FIRT-2 test is short and the shroud acts as a transient

heat sink. That is, for the short term, heat entering the shroud through the

inner insulation surface will raise the average temperature of the shroud

rather than passing through the shroud to the bypass coolant as was assumed

in these calculations.

The saddle and inner Zircaloy tube temperatures were also calculated for

the heat fluxes arising from loss of insulation. If 85% of the insulation is

gone, the saddle temperature would just reach the proposed saddle trip tern-

. perature of 982°C (1800°F) (Figure 22). The inner tube temperature woul_

reach only 325°C (617OF), a temperature at which the inner tube would retain

• most of its room temperature strength.

In addition to the conservatisms pointed out previously, there is yet

another one in these calculations. _he thermal resistance from the saddle
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out to the outer surfacewas derivedfrom __/4T-Idata. This resistanceincludes

a contact resistancebetween the saddle and inner tube. Its value can vary,

which was evidentin the FLEIUl test. In that test, the value of the resistance

when the test assembly to insulationcavity pressure differencewas 0.24 MPa

(185 pei) was about half its value late in the test, after the liner had

breached and the pressure difference had equalized. Early in the test, the

pressure load was transmittedto the saddle/innertube interface,providinga

reasonablecontact resistance. After the loading was relieved, the contact

resistanceincreased. The early lower contact resistancevalue was used in

these calculations. If the larger resistancehad been used, the calculated

heat flows would have been slightly less. More important,however, the tem-

perature difference between the saddle and the inner tube would have been

much greater (perhapetwice as large),and the sensitivityof the saddle tem-

perature tripe would greatly increase. A saddle trip WO_id occur at a 70%

insulationloss and at an inner tube temperatureof about 220°C (428°F)o

These discussionsindicatethat there are large margins to unsafe shroud

temperatures,even based on the inner tube. The outside Zircaloy tube will

be even cooler and will provide anotherstrongerbarrier.

It must be _ized that safety of the test requiresthat the tubes of

the shroudMMPD, particularlythe outer one, be maintainedcooled. The cooling

is controlled by the flow rate and inlet temperatureof the bypass coolant

and by the radial heat flow. It is independentof what is inside the test

assembly,whetherit be _ operation,debris bed, loss of bundle coolant,

loss of insulation,or anything else, except as how these phenomena affect

the radial heat flow. Adequate coolingcan be easilymaintainedby providing

sufficientlysubcooled inlet temperaturesand sufficientlyhigh flow rates

for the bypass. Thisabilityto providethese iseasilywithinthe capabilities

of the NIU reactorloop coolant systems.

Preventingdamage to the two shroud tubes and the reactorpressure tube

caused by high-temperaturematerialsrequiresbypass coolant. Loss of bypass

coolantflow could create a hazardouscondition. An analysisof the loss of
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bypass coolant and other safety concerns is presented in the last section of

this report.

The chemical power produced by the Zircaloy/steamreaction can be sig-

nlficant. The calculatedpower is given in Figure 23, which shows a peak of

26.4 kW. The total power releasedby the metal/water reactionwas calculated

to be 826 kcal (.295 Btu).

e

The removal of the hydrogen blanketing model from the TR/MP computer

code significantlychanges the calculated course of the test, particularly

late in the test when the temperaturesand reaction rates are high. The con-

sequencesare illustratedin Figure 12, which shows the peak cladding tem-

perature historywhich increasesat an ever increasing rate. At about 1540°C

(2800°F),the rate sharply increasesto an excess of 55°C (100°F)per second

due to the step change in the Urbanic-Heldrickrate correlationat that tem-

perature.

However,at about 13 mln, the peak claddingtemperatureis 2290°C (4150°F)

and starts to turn around. At 13.7 rain,the fission power was turned off in

the calculationend the balance of the curve of Figure 12 shows the cooling

of the fuel as heat flows out to the bypass.

The course of the peak cladding temperature if the terminationof the

fission power is delayed is illustratedin Figure 24. _he temperaturegoes

through a series of oscillations,with successive increasing peaks. This

calculationalbehavior is an artifact of the model used in T_BD. Each

new peak occursas the liquid leveldrops intoa new node. A betterdescription

of the peak cladding temperaturewould be described by the dotted line in

Figure 24 through the peaks.

The test will be terminatedwhen it is determined (by the test director)

that bundle temperatureshave reached2200°C. Becauseno reliaDletemperature

measurementscan be made at such high temperaturesunder the test conditions,

the time to stop the test is based on a parametricseriesof pretestpredictions
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as well as real-tlme data produced during early portions of the FLHT-2 exper-

iment (when temperature measurements are still reliable).

The results of the pretest predictions will be plotted to show the rela-

tionship between the follm_ing variables:

* the predicted time for peak temperatures to increase from 1093 to 1371°C

(2000 to 2500°F)

* the predicted time fOE peak temperatures to increase from 1371 to 2200°C

(2500 to 4000°F) .

Such a relationship is plotted as the upper curve in Figure 251 however, the

predictions include the effect of hydrogen blanketing.

The input parameters that were varied were fiberboard thermal resistance,

fission power, and power change across the llquid/stesm interface. The lower

curve is currently based on only three sets of calculations that exclude the

hMdrogen blanketing model. The lower curve is the result of the accelerated

course of the oxidation reaction without any inhibition from hydrogen.

Figure 25 was created to provide operational guidance to determine test

termination time. The elapsed time from 1093 to 1371°C would be measured

during the test. The appropriate curve on the figure would then be used to

determine the further elapsed time that would give a tenperature of 2200°F,

the desired peak cladding temperature.

Based on the distance between the two curves, a 300°C (540°F) temperature

difference is due to the presence or absence of hydrogen blanketing. _he change

in the relationships shown in Figure 25 from hydrogen blanketing does not

arise from changes in peak temperatures, but rather in the timing. This is

expected since both blanketing and nonblanketing calculations stop the chemical

reaction when steam starvation occurs (when all steam in a node is reacted).

The blanketing model slows the reaction prior to steam starvation so that

cessation of the reaction due to steam starvation is somewhat delayed. However,
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the steaming rate at the time of steam starvationis within approximately5%_

hence, the power and temperatureswill not be very different.

The same method of determininga time to terminate is still planned for

FE/_P-2.Parametriccalculationswill be done to providea curve such as shown

in Figure 25 to define the necessarytest time to reach the desired test

perature. The correlationgiven in the figure eliminatesor greatly reduces

the influenceof operationaluncertaintieson the time sequence of the test.0

Such things as uncertaintiesin test assemblypower or insulation resistance

will affect both the earlier and later elapsed times and the informationof

Figure 25 will accommodatethese.

The followingparagraphsstwmrarizework performedfor PNL byDr. Cronenberg

of ESA. Three possible sources of overpressurizationresulting from the

interactionof hot material with water were analyzed:

* Energetic and extremely rapid thermal interactionsbetween molten fuel

rod debris and water, leading to shock pressurizationabove the reactor

pressure tube dyrmmic pressure limit (calleda steam explosion).

* Milder debris/waterthermal interactionswhere slow overpressurization

may result as a consequenceof an overly constrictedoff-gassingsystem,

with pressurizationbeyond the pressuretube staticpressurelimit (called

a steam spike).

* Energetic oxidation of molten Zircaloy by water, which can lead to a

shockwaveor pressure spikingconditionsdependingon the configuration

of the Zr-melt/water reaction mixture (called an energetic chemical

reaction).

Pressure increasesfrom any of these three sources if of sufficientmag-

nitude would result in failure of the shroud outer tubes and the reactor

pressure tube. The results of these analyses show that no such damaging

pressuresare expected.
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STF2_ EXPLOSION

For each class of interaction,the "necessary"conditionsfor inducement

of debris/coolantinteractionsare evaluatedin the contextof the FIRT test

conditionsand conclusionsare drawn.

I

To quantifydebris/coolantinteractionenergetics,the physical,thermal,

and chemicalcharacteristicsof the melt debris must be defined. The estimate

of the physical quantity should conservativelybound the upper limit of the

melt debris inventorythat might be expected from cu_ideration of the test

sequence. The melt debris characteristicsare estimated based on the pre-

dicted cladding temperaturesfor intact gecmetryo All claddingthat exceeds

the melting point of alphamZr (2000°C) is assumed to be completelymolten.

Based on solubility and phase diagram considerations, a 25% dissolution

(liquefaction)of U_ is also assumed to accompanycladdingmelting. To this

melt inventoryis added an equivalentlength of molten Zircaloy liner (same

as axial i_ of cladding above 2000°C), resultingin a total "corium"melt

debrismass of 2850 g with an effectivemelt temperatureof 2127°C and a mass

weighted densityof 8.1 g/cm3.

To assessthe steam explosionhazard,five conditionsconsiderednecessary

for inducementof such explosionswere evaluated:

* a period of stable film boiling and coarse intermixingof melt debris

and coolant

* destabilizationof film boilingby thermal-and/orpressure-inducedmeans

* extensivefuelfragmentationand intermixingwithliquidcoolant,resulting

in a large effective heat transfer area for rapid coherent coolant

vaporization

* intimate liquid-liquidcontactbetweenmolten debris and coolant

* sufficientsystem constraint resultingin shock pressurization.
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Evaluation of each of these criteria indicated the following trends

relative to the FLHT test conditions. Since the contact interface temperature

betweeflcorium melt and coolant is estimated to be several times the thermo-

dynmnic critical point of water (374°C), the initial film boiling requirmuent

would be satisfied.

Consideration of the energy requirements for vapor film collapse indicatese

that the kinetic energy associated with debris free-fall impact at the FLHT

fuel bundle height conditions would not be sufficient to destabilize the film

boiling mode. In the absence of an external trigger, the second condition

w(mld not be satisfied for the FLHT test cmnditions. A similar conclusion is

reached concerning the fine-scale fragmentation/intermixing requirement, where

estimates of the available thermal energy of the system are less than that

required for rapid fine-scale intemixing. Thus, an external trigger would

be required to satisfy the requirement for fine-scale intermixing. No such

plausible trigger is visualized for the FI/fftest conditions.

Thermal and hydro_c considerations concerning the liquid-liquid

contact requirement indicate that for water pool conditions near eaturation,

extensive steam formation upon initial corium contact with coolant can be

expected. Such steam formation tends to vapor blanket additional corium fuel

entry from direct contact with water, thus destroying the potentially explosive

configuration of large-scale molten coriu_water contact (i.e., liquid-liquid

contact). Likewise, system constraint considerations, based on the residual

water depth at the bottom of the test assembly, indicate an acoustic relief

time of approximately 1 ms, which is about an order of magnitude less than

the dwell time for significant thermal energy transfer from fuel to coolant.

Lack of attainment of any one of these five conditions would be sufficient

to preclude the possibility for explosive steam formation. The fact that

four of five criteria are not satisfied for the FLHT test conditions is
u

indicative of a nil probability for inducement of an energetic steam explo-

sion.
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STEAM P_ PULSES

Thermal Reaction

A steam spike involves vapor generation on a time scale that is consid-

erably longer than that for explosive vaporization. Consequently, no shock

wave is developed. Huwever, depending on steam venting characteristics, slow

overpressurization can occur. If steam production should overwhelm the venting I

capacity of the off-gassing system, a choked flow situation could result in

escalating pressurization of the test loop, a condition that should be avoided.

When considering the steaming process due to quenching of corium melt in

water,the principal features of interest are the mass and tm,perature of the

melt material, the mass of water, the available condensation heat sink, and

the steam relief paths within the test loop. This analysis conservatively

neglects potential steam condensation effects. All steam and hydrogen (due

to steam/Zircaloy reaction) effluent is vented through the _M filter line or

its bypass, in conjunction with the pressure relief line actuated at a dif-

ferential set pressure of 0.17 MPa (25 psi). For the filter and bypass lines

the off-gassing capacity is dictated by similar isolation valves with an orifice

opening of 7.9 mm (0.312 in.), while the equivalent flow diameter of the

pressure relief valve is 9.5 mm (0.374 in.).

Calculational results indicate that the gas venting capacity of the FLHT

effluent control system, at a differential driving pressure of 0.17 MPa

(25 psi), exceeds the estimated steaming rate for debris/coolant interaction

by a factor of about 50. It is also noted that to reach the estimated steam

choked-flow condition of the FLHT effluent control system [i.e., P = 2.34 MPa

(340 psi), m = 422 g/s], the steam production rate would have to reach a level

almost 135 times the maximum steaming rate predicted for debris/coolant

interaction, a situation that is difficult to envision. It is therefore con-

cluded that steam spike pressures in excess of 0.17 MPa (25 psi) above system

pressure (i.e., the set pressure of the pressure relief valve) are realistically

impossible.
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Chemical l_c_ion

Experimentswere conductedin the mid-1950sand early-1960sdemonstrating

that finely divided molten zirconium can react explosivelywith water. In

all cases, explosivereactionsoccurredonly when the melt was forciblyfrag-

mented into a fine particulatestate, with mean particle diametersless than

500 microns. Based on such experimentalevidence, the following criteria

are considered necessary for initialingviolent Zr(melt)/H20chemical reac-
tions:

* The Zr-melt temperature(2000°C)must be exceeded.

* The Zr-melt must be in a relatively unoxidized state at the time of

quenching.

* Fine-scaleZr-meltfragmentationand intermixingwith coolantmust occur

during quenching such that a large effective surface area is available

for rapid oxidation.

* The oxidationof the Zr-melt inventorymust be rapid and occur in a con-

strained conditionsuch that significantoverpressurizationresults.

The first two criteria would be satisfied for FLHT test conditions.

However, with respectto the criterionof rapid fine-scale fragmentationand

intermixing,calculationsindicate that the energy for rapid intermixingis

so large that it precludesa self-triggeredinteractionprocess. No plausible

externaltriggercould be visualizedthatwould satisfythe energy requirements

for fine-scale intermixing.

With respect to the necessity for rapid/simultaneousreaction in a con-

strained condition, calculational results indicate only limited penetration

of molten Zr into the water before system expansion begins. The maximumm

reaction pressure was calculated to be 11.7 MPa (1700 psi), which is below
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the failure limits of both the outer shroud wall and the reactor pressure

tube. Thus, energetic reactions leading to system failure are not indicated.

The Zircalc_ tubes have a 0.2% offset elastic yield strength of 400 MPa

(58,000 psi) or yield at an internal pressure of 12.0 (1747) and 11.3 MPa

(1633 psi) for the inner and outer shroud tubes, respectively. The ccl_ination

of inner tube, MMPD wire wrap, and outer tube internal yield pressure limit is

about 25.5 MPa (3700 psi). The expected ultimate tube strength is about 20%

greater than the yield strength.

It should be noted that several conservative assumptions were made, which

lead to higher-than-expected calculated pressures. These assumptions include

100% thermal-to-mechanical energy conversion, completely unoxidized Zr-melt

available for reaction, and the absence of both hydrogen and steam blanketing

effects. In reality, less than 100% of the reaction energy is available for

slug explosion. Likewise, metallic Zircalcy, free from both dissolved U_ and

oxygen, would not be expected. Rather, a molten corium mixture where the

(U, Zr)-oxide phase is much less reactive than the pure Zr-melt would be

expected. Molten corium quenching in near-saturated water can also be expected

to result in a film boiling condition, which tends to separate the melt from

direct contact with coolant. The resultant protective stea_/hydrogen layer

can be expected to inhibit ready access of the Zr-melt to water. For these

reasons, rapid/coherent Zr-melt oxidation in a constrained liquid-liquid contact

model is not predicted, but rather limited oxidation in a separated state.

Analysis of known governing phenu,mm indicate that the necessary condi-

tions for inducement of energetic thermal and ch_tical interactions are not

satisfied based on credible estimates of the FLHT test conditions. It is

therefore concluded that the energetic melt debris/water interaction does not

pose a threat to system integrity.
i

UNCERTAINTIES ASSOCIATED WI_ NORMAL OPERATION

The actual fission product inventory as a function of time depends on

the specific FLEIU2 bundle power history. The uncertainty is much less than
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+_100%;but, if the actual inventorywere twice the inventoryused in the hazards

analysis, no serious unsafe conditions would result. The actual inventory

could be greater (evengreater than the 6- to 7-h FLEI_I test) and the hazards

associatedwith radioactivefissionproductswould not increasesignificantly.

The predictions of radiation fields near reactor/testpersonnel are

uncertainfor FLHT-2 as they were for FLHT-I. Actual fields during and after

the FLHT-I test were very low (near background); however, depending on

assumptions,calculatedfields were as high as 2500 R/h.

An exampleof the calculatedradiationfield as a resultof fissionproduct

depositionon the bottom of the closure plug as a function of time after the

test is shown in Figure 26. The followingassmaptionswere made:

* 8-1/2 h of operationat 27-kW bundle power

* the followingfissionproduct releasefractionsfrom the fuel

Fission ,,
Product Group Release Fraction

I 0.3551
Ca, Rb 0.3567
Te 0.0199
_g 0.1281
Sb 0.0319
Ba 0.0127
No 0.0158
Sr 0.0019
Zr 0.0000
Ru 0.0002
Fuel 0.0000
Cladding (Zr) 0.0000
Cladding (S_) 0.0319
Structural 0.0011

* 50% of the releasedfission products deposited uniformlyon the bottom

• of the closureplug.
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The accuracyof reactivitycalculationsfor tests in the N_J Reactor for

a fixed reactor loading is probably within +_10%. Some uncertainty in the

calculationsoccurs because the loadingis not known until very near the test

date. Greater uncertaintyis associatedwith the configurationof the fuel

bundle once fuel movement is possible. Minor movement is possibleduring the

claddingballooningand ruptureportion of the test_ but based on the results

of past tests (MT seriesand FLHT-I)essentiallyno axial fuel movement occurs

during this phase of the test.

The potentialfor fuel movement is greatestonce bundle temperaturesare

high enoughto melt the cladding. If the molten claddingshouldflow away from

the pellets, the pellet columns could "collapse" into a pile of rubble. If

the molten Zircaloy flows down the pellet surfaces, UO2 is dissolved, thus

relocating into coherent debris. The amount of dissolution, the rate of

downwardflow, and the location,size, and shape of the solidifieddebris are

also uncertain, thus introducinguncertaintiesinto the reactivity calcula-

tions. For this safetyanalysis,conservativevalues were assumedto maximize

the possible reactivity effects. The results are quite acceptable frum a

reactorsafety viewpoint.

The predictionsof the hydrogen generationrate, the hydrogenflow rate,

and the total hydrogenproductionare based on the followingassumptions:

* the ZircaloytemK0eraturesare known

* the Zircaloy oxidation rates as a function of time and temperatureare

known

* the local hydrogen concentration is a function only of the hydrogen

generationrate (nohydrogenconcentrationoccurs in the effluentsystem).

To assure that combustiblemixtures of hydrogendo not occur during and

rightafter the test, the nitrogendilutionrate was set based on the predicted

peak hydrogen generationrate.
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During the first several minutes of the test, the nitrogen dilution gas

will be sweeping air out of the gas flow path. Near the end of the test (last

few minutes), the gas mixture will essentially consist of nitrogen. During

the test period when the peak hydrogen generation occurs, the gas fixture

downstream the _ will be diluted to less than 4% hydrogen. This mixture is

• not flammable regardless of the amount of air in the system. No such air

leakage is expected.

i

Many factors contribute to the uncertainty associated with predicting

_2 temperatures. In determining the temperature distribution within the

bundle and shroud regions, the greatest uncertainty lies in predicting the

local peak cladding temperatures of the test fuel rods, due primarily to the

uncertainty in predicting the chemical power and the combined convective and

radiative heat transfer from the oxidizing cladding. MUch less uncertainty

is associated with predicting temperatures in the exterior of the shroud,

specifically those of the inner and outer Zircaloy tubes due to the low tem-

peratures, the absence of the metal-water reaction, and the conduction-only heat

transfer. Estimates of the uncertainty in the predicted inner and outer tube

teT_eratures are _+50°C for FLHT-2. The uncertainty in the temperatures is

due primarily to the uncertainty in the MMPD thermal resistance; as-measured

values of this resistance were determined from the FLHT-I tests and is therefore

well defined. The safety of the test depends on maintaining the tubes at low

temperature, and these temperatures can be accurately predicted. Thus, the

uncertainty associated with the bundle temperature predictions is not a safety

issue, provided adequate margins exist for containing hydrogen and fission

products.

Thermal analysis based on the TRUMP code has uncertainties due to code

limitations like node size, material properties, no material movement, and

modeling local steam starvation.

There is some uncertainty in determining the time when the peak bundle

temperature has reached 2200°C. The approach presented in an earlier section

that uses the time for temperatures to increase from 1093 to 1371Oc as a basis

to estimate the time for temperature to increase from 1371 to 2200oc was chosen
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to minimize the uncertainties of test assembly power, hydrogen blanketing,

and fiberboard insulation resistance.

It is not possible to quantify the effect of these uncertainties on tem-

perature ramp rates; hc_=ver, several observations can be made. First, complete

elimination of hydrogen blanketing provides the fastest ramp rates. If some

sort of a partial or localized hydrogen blanketing should occur, the temperature

_'ampslate in the test will be slower and the method of defining time of test

tezmination will result in failing to achieve the goal temperature. Candling

or draining of melted Zircaloy will start at the peak temperature elevation.

As the Zircaloy is removed, the reaction obviously stops at that elevation

with the result that the reaction is moved to a lower cooler elevation and

the peak cladding temperature at any given time will not change greatly, only

its location.

There are several important observations concerning the consequences of

removal of the hydrogen blanketing model from the calculations. First, and

most important, the _i results only partially s_rt the decision to

remove the hydrogen blanketing model. _he removal explains the higher-than-

expected temperature ramp rates noted early in the test before the TC behavior

became erratic. However, there were two TCs whose behavior indicated they

did not fail during the course of the transient. These were two of the liner

TCs very near the peak axial temperature elevation. These both showed rapid

temperature ramps just after the runaway excursion started. However, both

leveled off shortly thereafter, one at a temperature about 1820°C (3300°F)

and the other at 1980°C (3600°F). Both remained fairly constant at these

values for about 50 s until the reactor power reduction, after which they'

both decreased. The fairly constant temperature level for the 50-s period is

not consistent with the expected metal/water reaction. Visual observation of

the test assembly supports the peak temperature levels deduced from conclusions

that the temperature ramps did flatten.

The reasons for the lack of conformance of FLHT-I to the behavior expected

if metal/water reaction proceeded with no hydrogen blanket/ng is speculative.
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It is possible the hydrogen blanketingmodel should not be completelyellmi-

hated. There may be local steam saturationthat terminatesthe reactionon a

local basis. There may be heat removalmechanismsthat are not modeled in the

calculation,perhaps those that might result from the liner breach_ or too

much credence may be placed on the behavior of the two TOs in question.

However, regardless of the source of the discrepancy, the results covered

in this discussion and those presentedfor the PSAR will bracket the course

. of the test.

Quantificationof the effects of these uncertaintiesis not possible.

In fact, the test is being performedin part to supply this information. The

argumentspresentedin this sectionpoint out that the effectsare not large.

They should be less than the 300°C (540°F)effect of removing the hydrogen

blanketing. In any case, the discussionconcerningbypass cooling shows that

the shroud tubes more than adequatelyprotect against these concerns.

An argument presentedearlier leads to the conclusion that a trip base_

on sa_le temperaturesgives a huge conservatismin protectionfrom the hazards

of failure of the shroud to contain the high temperature and radioactive

products of the test. There is additional conservatismin this conclusion

arisingfrom the use of a thermal resistanceof the saddle to outside shroud

deduced from the earlierstages of FLEI_I. During this time, the mechanical

loading (frum the inside test assembly to shroud cavity pressure difference)

could be transmittedto the sa_lleand cause good sa_lleto inner tube contact.

Later in the test, after the liner has breached, the equalizationof test

assembly and shroud cavity pressures would relieve the mechanical loading.

This, in turn, could cause an increasein the thermalresistance.

FLHT-I data were examined to assess the change in thermal contact

• resistance_hetweensaddlesand the inner tube of the MMPD. A lower confidence

is placed on the thermal contact informationin the later stages of the test

. because of failureof many of the T_s and because of the linearizingeffects

of the stem injection. However,the data indicatedthat the thermalresistance

may have doubled after the liner breached.
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Doublingthe thermalcontactresistancebetweenthe saddlesand the shroud

inner tube increasesthe sensitivity of the saddle tem%meraturetrips. For

example, if the saddle trip temperaturewere 980°C (1800°F),the arguments

presentedearliershow that a four-foldincrease in the radialheat flow would

cause a reactor trip and would do so after a negligible rise in the outside

shroud tm,perature. Doubling the thermalcontact resistancewould mean that i

half of the radial heat flow would cause a reactor trip for a 980Oc (1800°F)

saddletrip temperature. This raisesmore questionsabout unwarrantedreactor

trips than it does about reactorsafety.

The discussionthus far is co_em_ with saddle trip temperatureswith

respect to _ tube temperatures. It is concluded that an increase in the

radialheat flow by a factorof two to four will cause the saddleTCs to reach

their trip tmnperaturesbut that the outer tube tmnperaturewould be no more

than 64°C (148°F)and the inner tube temperaturewould be no more than 390°C

(735°F). These temperaturesare the results of increased radial heat flow

rates and are independentof the cause of the increase.

A brief comparisonbetween Urbanic and Prater Zircaloy oxidation rates

was made by Prater (PNL)_his remarksmade July 22, 1985, are as follows.

Recent oxidationstudies at PNL suggest that Urbanic'skinetics data on

Zircaloyoxidationmay be low. Comparisonof the Urbanic data with the most

recent PNL and KfK data on oxide thicknessclearly suggest that Urbanic is

underestimatingthe Zn_ layer thickness. However, it is not clear whether

Urbanic'sweight gain measurements,which were used in the model calculations

for FLHT, are also in error. At 1600°C, there is good correlationbetween

the Urbanicand KfK data--PNLcurrentlyhas no weight gain data for comparison.

The discrepancy in ZrO2 thicknessmay have to do with averagingtechniques.

Urbanicmay have underestimatedthe variationsin thicknessthat occur due to
Q

hot spots that developin i_uction heated samples.

The best oxidationdata set is believed to be that recently obtained at

PNL; the temperaturemeasurementsare the most reliable. The only uncertainty

is due to the unknowndistributionof the heat of oxidationwithin the sample.
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This could result in the measured temperaturesat the exteriorsurfaceof the

oxide to be lower than at the interior where most of the oxidation heat is

evolved. This error could potentiallyoverestimatethe oxidationkinetics at

a reported temperature. Urbanlc's data should be considered a lower limit.

The limitedamount of otherdata (fromKfK, Baker-Just,end Lemmon and Bostrom)

. fall between these two data sets. Thus, calculationsbased on the Urbanic

rateconstantsare probablyunderestimatingthe oxidationkinetics. At 1600°C,

. the error in oxide layer thicknessif fairlysmall- PNL is a factor 1.4 higher

than Urbanico However, extrapolatingthe Urbanic data to 2200°C results in

rates that are a factor of 3.6 too low. Assuming the worst, that the errors

in oxide thicknessare also reflected in the weight gain data that are used

in the computer model, similar errors could be potentially present in the

code calculations.

Such an error would accelerate the rate of temperaturerise during the

earlystages of runawayoxidation. Hc_,ver,the overalleffectboth on maximum

temperatureand hydrogenproductionwould not be significantsince stemn supply

would still limit the thermal runaway. Roughly the same transientwould be

followed,the major difference being that it would be translatedto slightly
earliertimes.
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S ETY ACCInm

Several specific unexpected, potentiallyunsafe co_iticns could occur

during the FLHT-2 experiment. These unplanned events raise safety concerns

mainlyabout test hardwareintegrityand performanceshouldany of these events

occur. The followingareas are addressedin this section-

. * loss of bypass coolant flow

* loss of bundle pressure

* _ pipe rupture

* loss of all power.

  YPASS

The integrityof the two Zircaloy tubes of the shroud must be maintained

to retain the hazardous products of the test. This requirement is easily

achieved if the tubes remain cool. A continuous flow of bl_0_s coolant is

thereforeessentialfor the safe operationof the FLEI=2 test. High and low

bypass coolant flow reactor tripe are provided to protect against a loss of

coolant flow. The informationgiven earlier confirms a large flow safety

margin. A reactor trip will be set at a flow of about 75% of normal. The

resultsof calculationsshow that a flow reductionto 4% of normal would be

necessary to cause bulk boiling of the bypass coolant,which in itself is a

conservativedefinition of a hazardouscondition.

Even though the reactor trips automaticallyon a high/low flow signal,

. it is important that at least stagnant water be maintained in the reactor

pressure tube. Calculationsindicate that vaporization of only about 7 kg

• (15 ib) of stagnantbypass coolantwould remove the stored energy in the fuel

rods, the insulation,and the shroud components if the loss of bypass flow

occurredwhen the peak temperaturewas 2200oc (4000OF).
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A questionhas been raised concerningthe need to remove additionalheat

above that of the stored energy if debris should fall into the water pool at

the time of the trip. Calculationswere thereforemade startingwith a debris

defined by Cronenberg. A mass of coherent (molten)debris of 2844 g (6.3ib)

with a temperatureof 2130°C (3861°F)and a heat capacityof 394 J/kg-K (0.094

Btu/ib-°F)could fall into the pool.

The assumptionwas made that all the energyof the debris vaporizedwater
I

from the pool. Further conservativeassumptionswere made that all of the

steam reacted with Zircaloy and all of the energy released passed into the

bypass. The calculationsshow that 0.9 kg (1.98 ib) of water would vaporize

from the pool, and it would generate 14.6 MJ (13,890Btu) when reactedwith

Zircaloy. Puttingthis much heat into the bypass annulus would vaporize an

additional6 kg (13 ib) of coolant to give a total of 13 kg (29 ib). Because

there is about 20 kg (44 ib) of water in the _s annulus above the test

assm_ly, there is about 50% more availablethan is necessary to rm_:_ even

these conservativelycalculatedheat sources.

LOSS OF BUNDLE P_

The consequencesof a loss of fuel bundle pressure would depend on the

cause of the pressure loss. If such a labs occurred,the reactorwould auto-

maticallytrip on low pressurein the ECM tubing. Should the loss of pressure

be due to a failure of the bundle inlet tubing, the small amount of coolant

water in the bundle would be discharged into the upper servicespace or ECM

secondarycontainmentsystem and be replacedby nitrogen fram the ECM. The

test fuel would then be slowly cooled to the bypass coolant system temper-

ature. Any escapingfissionproductswouldbe drawn into the _. The charcoal

absorber in the _ ventilation system would retain at least 99% of the

radioiodines,resultingin only a small releaseto the reactorstack.

If a loss of pressure were due to a failure of the ECM control system,

reductionof the systempressurefrom 1.38 to 0.i MPa (200 to 14.7 psia) would

result in approximately18% of the water below the liquid-steaminterface

flashingto steam. The time taken to flash would depend on the nature of the
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failureand the time taken to reach atmosphericpressure. The increasedsteam

productioncould conceivablyincreasethe Zircaloy-steamreactiontemporarily.

Calculationswere performed to provide information concerning the possible

magnitudeof the increasedchemical reaction.

. First, if the loss of pressurewere sudden,the steam in the test assembly

would undergo a nearly isentropicexpansion. The temperaturewould drop by

about 350°C (660°F),which would inhibit the degree of the Zircaloy/steam

reaction. Moreovez,a suddendrop in the test assemblypressureimpliesremoval

of most of the gaseouscontents. In other words, in this case the steam flashed

from the pool would almost instantaneouslybe swept from the test assembly

and would not react.

Ht_ver, if the conservativeassumptionis made that all the steam reacts

and it occurred at the end of the test when temperatureswere highest,

approximately0.24 kg (0.5ib) of steamwould flash. Its reactionwould release

3.9 MJ (3718 Btu). Instantanemmly placing this much heat into the assembly

above the water level would raise the average assembly temperatureby 125°C

(2_oF).

Fission products that are released from ruptured FLRT-2 fuel rods may

flow through the effluentpiping to the _24 from the test train head closure.

A postulatedruptureof that pipe could releasefissionproductsto the reactor

building.

Rupture of the effluent pipe is extremelyunlikely. The high-pressure

piping that connects the ECM to the test train head closure and other

componentsis designedfor a pressure ratingof 2.41 MPa (350psia), which is

75% greater than the planned operatingpressure of 1.28 MPa (185 psig). In

addition, the EC]4is anchored to the N_J deck with seismic anchors designed

to withstand a 0.25-g horizontal load, precluding rupture of outlet piping

due to unplanned_24 movement. The piping is also protectedby 10-cm (4-in.)

thick lead shieldingand 3.2-ram(0.125-in.)thick sheet steel, which provide
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protection from a seismic event and falling objects. Further, the piping

will be leak tested during c(mmissioning. No credible failure mechanism is

foreseen.

To provide an additional safety measure for the postulated accidental

release of the fission products contained in the ECM and its piping, a container

was fabricated of 3.2-ram (0.125-in.) thick sheet steel to prevent any leakage

and to direct liquid, gas, or vapor to the N_J radioactive waste disposal

systems. A double-ended rupture of the effluent pipe was analyzed to estimate

the maximum discharge flow rate.(a) About 86 g/s (0.19 Ibis) could be released

from the I_:M,and about 149 g/s (0.33 ibis) could be released from the test

train outlet. Both flow rates decrease as the system depressurizes through

the rupture pipe and the NRJ reactor would be tripped by the effluent low-

pressure sensor. The reactor building ventilation and exhaust system is

designed to process any accidentally released vapor or gas from the ECM and

upper service space through the activated charcoal filter system and dispose

of it through the plant stack. Any leaking liquids would be piped directly

tO the loop catch tanks.

LOSS QF W.L pOWER

During the course of the _2 experiment, it is possible that all offsite

power to the N_J facility could be lost. _he worst possible time for that to

occur would be at the completion of the transient when fuel cladding temper-

atures are about 2200°C (4000°F). The NRU Reactor would be tripped by the

loss of power, but the energy stored in the fuel bundle and test train would

have to be dissipated without endangering NRU operating ILmits.

The analysis (b) of t/_isaccident assumed that a 95Oc (200°F) overshoot

resulted after the N_J Reactor was tripped and that a temperature distribution

(a) Memo: G. M. Hesson to F. E. Panisko. April 24, 1984. "Approximate Dis-
charge Rates from Broken Inlet Pipe to _ for FIRT-I."

(b) Memo: G. M. Hesson to F. E. Panisko. May i0, 1984. "Boiloff of Water
from FLHT Bypass After Loss of All Coolant."
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with a peak at 1980°C (3600°F) was used to initiate the calculations. The

enthalpg was calculated for each of ii axial segments using the saturation

temperature--194°C(382°F)--ofthe bypass coolant as the base. The total

storedenergy includedcontributionsfrom the fuel bundleand shroud. Dividing

the total stored energy by the latent heat of vaporizationgives an estimate

• of the water mass that must be boiled away to remove the stored energy. Less

than 5 kg (11.3 ibm) of water is required,which is about 25% of that in the

. bypassregionabove the fueledcore region. The stored energy of a core debris

bed was also estimatedto be about 10% greaterthan that of a structuredfuel

k_lle. However,much more water is availablearound and above the test train

than is needed to dissipatethe stored energy.

Whether the fuel rod bundle is structured or a debris bed, the max_

stored energy in the FLHT-2 test assembly will be easily converted into a

small fraction of the bypass coolant vaporization. The temperature of the

shroudexteriorand the pressuretubewill also remainbelow the bypass coolant

saturationtemperature. Loss of all power is not a significantsafety hazard°
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